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A ROSE BREAKS INTO BLOOM 
(see ES 1ST EINROS) 
A VA DE 
Skaalen The Concordia Hymn Prelude Series, Vol.16 E CONC 07-5707) 
ABBOT'S LEIGH 
Lovelace Chorale Passacaglia, Fughetta, and Finale M HP (274) 
ABERYSTWYTH 
Cassler Hymntune Preludesfor the Organ, Vol.3 E APH (11 -9207) 
Childs Two Communion Meditations E GRAY (GSTC1001) 
Harris Ten Hymn Preludes in Trio Style, Set 2 E GRAY (GB 643) 
Held Those Wonderful Welsh, Set 2 E MSM (10-842) 
Johnson All Glory, Laud, and Honor (manuals) E APH (11-5085) 
Karvonen Preludes on Welsh Hymn Tunes E Arvon (501) 
Manz Improvisations for the Lenten Season, Set 1 E MSM (10-300) 
Near Preludes on Three Hymn Tunes E APH (11 -828) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.18 M EP (6418) 
Swenson Seven Hymn Preludes in a New Style M GRAY (GB 637) 
Thomas Variations on the Welsh Hymn Tune Aberystwyth M-D 0X03.112) 
Vaughan- _ 
Williams Varicuions on Aberystwyth M-D OX (31.158) 
Willan Ten Gkmde-Preludes, Sell E-M EP (6011) 
Young Prelude Based on "Aberystwyth" M CF (P2976) 
ABRIDGE 
Lang Twenty Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 2) Op.91 E OX (31.02) 
ACH GOTT UND HERR 
Bach, J.S. Samtliche Orgelwerke, v. 9 M BRH 
Burkhardt 5 Easter Season Hymn Improvisations E MSM (10-403) 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 E GRAY (GB 05) 
Eggert 6Hymn Preludes, Set3 M CONC 07-6012) 
Kauffrnan Harmonische Seelenlust E BA (024) 
Kirnberger Chorale Preludes for Organ or Keyboard,Vol.1 M CONC07-5474) 
Hoppers 5 Chorale Preludes M CONC 07-5733) 
Leavitt Three Hymn Settings M MSM (10-932) 
Marpurg Twenty-One Chorale Preludes E APH (11 -9506) 
Scheidt Ausgewdhlte Werke (Orgel) E EP (4393B) 
Walther Ausgewdhlte Orgelwerke, Band l,ed. HeinzLohmann M-D BRH (6945) 
80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller M EP (4448) 
ACH HERR, MICH 
(see HERZUCH TUT MICH VERLANGEN) 
ADESTE FIDELIS 
Callahan Partita on Adeste Fidelis M-D CONC 07-5992) 
Cassler Hymn Tunes Preludesfor the Organ, Vol.1 E APH (11 -9205) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn Tunes, Book II M AMSI(0R-3) 
Dupre Variations on "Adeste Fidelis" D GRAY (GSTC982) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB644) 
Hofland The Parish Organist, ed. Fleischer, Part 1 E-M CONC 07-1145) 
Hoppers Three Christmas Hymns M-D MSM (10-105) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol.1 E SMP(KK294) 
McKinney Preludes for Fifty-Five Well-Known Hymn Tunes E JF 0770) 
Schafiher 5 Christmas Carols in a Baroque Style M CONC 07-6794) 
Stam Kerstkoralen Met Variaties E HU 003) 
Taylor Century of American Organ Music 1776-1S76.A M McA (DM00048) 
Whitford Five Choral Paraphrases, Set 1 M GRAY (GB 354) 
Wyton A Little Christian Year E CF (N 4383) 
ADORO TE DEVOTE 
Callahan Five Improvisations on Communion Hymns M CONC 07-6126) 
Johnson Deck Thyself, My Soul, With Gladness E APH (11 -9157) 
Wood Musicfor Organ E SMP (KK173) 
AGINCOURT 
(see DEO GRACIAS) 
ALFORD 
McKinney Preludes for 55 Well-Knoum Hymn Tunes E JF (9770) 
ALL IS WELL 
Ashdown Three Organ Hymns E GEN (0565) 
Jordan Three Quiet Preludes E GMG (4180-18) 
ALL SAINTS 
McKinney Preludes for 55 Well-Knoum Hymn Tunes E JF 0770) 
ALL SAINTS NEW 
Crane The Parish Organist, Part Eleven E CONC 07-4758) 
Engel The Concordia Hymn Prelude Series, Vol.14 E CONC 07-5705) 
Ferguson The Concordia Hymn Prelude Series, Vol.19 E CONC 07-5710) 
Willan 36Short Preludes andPostludes, Set III E-M EP (6l63) 
ALLE MENSCHEN MUSSEN STERBEN 
(seeJESU, MEINES LEBENS LEBEN) 
ALLEIN GOTT 
Bach,J.M. Incognito Organo, Vol.1 E HU (3063) 
Bach, J.S. Complete Organ Works, Vol.8 (3 settings) D SCH (43919) 
Neue Ausgabe Samtlicher Werke; Series TV: Orgelwerke, Vol.3 M BA (5017) 
The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol.1 E DT (43340021) 
Bender Little Chorale Preludes, Vol.1 E BA (2431) 
Bohm Chorale Preludes by Masters of the 17 
and 18th Centuries, ed. Buszin M CONC 07-1009) 
Samtliche Werke, Band 2 (Complete Works) E BRH (29629) 
Samtliche Werke, Band 2 M BH (BRH6635) 
Buck A Century of American Organ Music, 1776-1876, Vol2 M McA (DM00049) 
Burkhardt Praise and Thanksgiving, Improvisations Set2 M-D MSM (10-752) 
Dupre 79 Chorales Op. 28 E GRAY (GB 05) 
Edmundson Seven Classic Preludes on Old Chorales M JF (7466) 
Haan Festival Hymn Preludes E-M SMP (KK 329) 
Hovland 3 Chorale Preludes for Organ M SPC (4896-10) 
Kauflman Harmonische Seelenlust E-M BA(024) 
Kirnberger Chorale Preludes for Organ, Vol.1 E CONC 07-5474) 
Leupold An Organ Book E CMP (603) 
Manz Ten Chorale Improvisations, Op.5 M CONC 07-5257) 
Marpurg Twenty-One Chorale Preludes E APH (11 -9506) 
Merkel Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk.l (pedals) M OX (31.184) 
Pachelbel Orgelwerke, Vol2 M-D HU (1050) 
K13760/ BA 
The Parish Organist, ed. Fleischer, Part 1 E CONC 07-1145) 
Peeters 30 Chorale Preludes, Bk. 2 E-M EP (6024) 
Reger 30 Short Chorale Preludes, Op.l35a E-M EP (3980) 
Rinck 12 Chorals With Variations M AN (628) 
Scheidt Das Gbrlitzer Tabulatubuch E-M EP (4494) 
Sweelinck Ausgewahlte Werke, Band II; Works for Organ 
and Keyboard HU (1050)/K1 (3760) 
Dover(24935-2) 
Telemann Neun Variirte Chorale (manuals) E K1 (4004) 
12 Easy Chorale Preludes E-M EP (11307) 
Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed.Trevor, Bk.l E OX (31.182) 
Vetter 80 Chorale Preludes, ed.Keller E-M EP (4448) 
Walther Ausgewahlte Orgelwerke, Band 1, ed.lohmann M BRH (6945) 
Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk.l E-M OX (31.182) 
Orgelchorale, ed. Poppen M BA (379) 
80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
Zachau 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk.l E OX (31.182) 
ALLES 1ST AN GOTTES SEGEN 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book IV E AMSI (OR-9) 
Johnson Deck Thyself with Gladness E APH (110101) 
Manz Hymn Preludes for Holy Communion, Vol. II E-M CONC ©7-5487) 
Ten Chorale Improvisations, Set VIII M CONC (97-5342) 
Pelz The Concordia Hymn Prelude Series, Vol.16 E CONC (97-5707) 
Polley The Concordia Hymn Prelude Series, Vol.19 E CONC (97-5710) 
Reger Choralvorspiele, Op.67 M B&B (16893) 
30 Short Chorale Preludes Op. 135a E EP (3980) 
AMAZING GRACE 
(see NEW BRITAIN) 
AN WASSERFLUSSEN BABYLON 
Bach, J.S. Sdmtliche 1Verke—Leipzig Chorales/Miscellaneous 
Chorales D BA/BRH/EP 
v.d.Berg Suite over Bekende Kerstliederen M A 
(available from Boeyenga) 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 E GRAY (GB195) 
Pachelbel Ausgewdhlte Orgelwerke, vol.3 M-D BA/H (K3763) 
Walther The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol.1 M DT (43340021) 
Zachau Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk.l E 0X01.184) 
ANGELUS 
Johnson Deck Thyself, My Soul, With Gladness E-M APH (11-9157) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.1 E EP (6401) 
ANTIOCH 
Callahan A Christmas Suite M MSM (10-109) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Bk.3 E AMSI (OR-6) 
Diemer Three Fantasies on Advent/Christmas Hymns M APH (11 -9479) 
Gehrke The Parish Organist, ed.Fleischer, Part 1 E-M CONC (97-1145) 
Goode 39 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY(GB644) 
Haan Festival Hymn Preludes for Organ E SMP (KK 329) 
Held A Nativity Suite E CONC ©7-4461) 
Kerr Two Christmas Hymns for Organ M CONC (97-6160) 
Schafiher 5 Christmas Carols in a Baroque Style M CONC (97-6794) 
Shearing Sacred Soundsfrom George Shearingfor Organ E-M SMP (KK-229) 
Wood Organ Book of American Folk Hymns E-M SMP (KK 189) 
ARFON 
Held Those Wonderful Welsh, Setl E-M MSM (10-841) 
Lovelace Fourteen Hymn Preludes E APH (11 -6152) 
Peek Hymn Preludes for the Church Year E CF (04266) 
ARNSBERG/WUNDERBARER KONIG 
Bender Kleine Choralvorspiele E BA (2429) 
Burkhardt Praise and Thanksgiving, Improvisations, Set2 E-M MSM (10-752) 
Drischner Choralvorspelefur Dorforganisten (manuals) E CLS 
Leupold An Organ Book M CMP (603) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.6. E-M EP (6406) 
Reger 30 Short Chorale Preludes, Op.l35a E-M EP098O) 
ASH GROVE 
Held Those Wonderful Welsh, Set 2 E MSM (10-842) 
Stoldt Five Hymn Settings M MSM (10-931) 
Wood Preludes andPostludes, Vol.3 E APH (11 -9320) 
ASSURANCE 
Roberts Blessed Assurance D GRAY (GTSC989) 
AU FORT DE MA DETRESSE 
(see GENEVAN 130) 
AUCTOR OMNIUM BONORUM 
(see ALLES 1ST AN GOTTES SEGEN) 
AUGHTON/HE LEADETH ME 
Goode Seven Communion Meditations E FL (HF-5084) 
Jordan Hymns and Trumpetings E GMG (4180-16) 
Jordan Hymn tunes for Organ, Vol.11 E CCP/BEL 
flcma\ frtkefe ov (Wrwi H-i T^Xkl»b'Cv\ 
Spong American Hymns and Carols of the 19th Century E-M AP (748) 
Van Hulse Ten Preludesfor Organ E-M JF (8834) 
AURELIA 
Barr Three Preludes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GSTC01079) 
Bunjes The Parish Organist, ed.Fleischer, Part 1 E CONC 07-1145) 
Callahan Great Victorian Hymns E MSM (10-882) 
Jordan A Joyful Noise E-M BP (4570-62) 
McKinney Preludes for 55 Well-Known Hymn Tunes E JF (9770) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.10 M EP (6411) 
Van Twillert Drie bewerkingen over Passie Koralen M MSM (MG004) 
PR (513-00924) 
AUS DER TIEFE RUHE ICH 
(see HEINLEIN) 
AUS TIEFER NOT 
Bach,J.S. ClavierubungUI D BA/BRH/EP... 
Organ Chorales From the Neumeister Collection E-M BA (5181) 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol.2 E BA (2434) 
Bohm Sdmtlicbe Werke, Band2 (Complete Works) M BRH (29620) 
Drischner Choralvorspielefur Orgel (PD) M CLS 
Choralvorspielefiir Dorforganisten (MAN) E CLS 
Dupre 79 Chorales, 0p28 E GRAY (GB195) 
Karg-Elert Choral Improvisations, Op. 65 vol.5 M Marks/BRH 
Kauffman Harmonische Seelenlust E BA (1924) 
Lind Three Chorale Variations M-D PAR 0113) 
Marpurg Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk.II E OX (31.183) 
Merkel Short Chorale Preludes, ed.Trevor, Bk2 E OX (ISBN 0 0 375844 X) 
Pachelbel 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
Peeters 30 Chorale Preludes, Bk2 D EP (6024) 
Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.18 E EP (6418) 
Reger 30 Short Chorale Preludes, Op.l35a E-M EP (3980) 
Scheidemann Choral-Bearbeitungen M BA (5481) 
Scheldt Das Gorlitzer Tabulaturbuch E EP (4494) 
Trevor Short Chorale Preludes, Bk2 ed.Trevor (manuals) E 0X01-227) 
Walther Orgelchorale, ed. Poppen M BA 079) 
Zachau Chorale Preludes by Masters of 17 
and 18th Centuries, ed. Buszin E CONC 07-1009) 
AUSTRIA 
McKinney Preludes for 55 Well-Known Hymn Tunes E JF ©770) 
Paine The Complete Organ Works of Paine D McA (DM0052) 
Purvis 7 Chorale Preludes M CF (N1080) 
AVE MARIA, KLARER 
(see ELLACOMBE) 
AVE VIRGO 
(see GAUDEAMUS PARITER) 
AWAY IN A MANGER 
Busarow The Concordia Hymn Prelude Series, Vol.2 E CONC 07-5536) 
Chapman Christmas for Organ M McA 
AZMON 
Hopson Praise to the Lord M SMP(KK389) 
Jordan Worship Service Music for the Organist E BP (4570-27) 
Lovelace 8Hymn Preludes E APH (11-9144) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 9 E CONC 07-5556) 
BALM IN GILEAD 
Hopson Praise to the Lord E SMP(KK389) 
Jordan A Season and a Time E BP (4570-37) 
BANGOR 
Willan 36Short Preludes and Postludes 
on Well-Known Hymn Tunes, SetM2 M EP (6l62) 
BEACH SPRING 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book VII E AMSISP-104 
Held 7 Settings of American Folk Hymns E CONC 07-5829) 
Wood Wood Works for Organ, Book 2 E-M SMP (KK400-3) 
BEATITUDO 
Harris 10 Hymn Preludes in Trio Style E GRAY (GB632) 
BEECHER 
Whitford In Five Choral Paraphrases, Set 2 E-M GRAY (GB355) 
BEFIEHL DU DEINE WEGE 
Bastiaans Romantische Choralbearbeitungen: ed. EKooiman M HU3031 
Walcha Choralvorspiele, Vol.4 M EP (8413) 
BETHANY 
Bingham 12 Hymn Preludes, Set 2 M GRAY (152) 
Martin Organ Hymn Arrangements by Gilbert Martin E-M SMP (KK 420-2) 
Stearns 20Hymn Preludes E COB(4930002) 
BISHOPTHORPE 
Beechey 5 Preludes Based on English Hymn Tunes M CONC 07-5964) 
Willan 36 Short Preludes and Postludes 
on Well-Knoum Hymn Tunes, SetE3, Op.38 E EP (6l6l) 
BONN 
(see FROHUCH SOIL) 
BREAD OF LIFE 
Bingham 12 Hymn-Preludes, Set 2, Op.38 E GRAY (152) 
Johnson Deck Thyself, My Soul, with Gladness, vol. I E-M APH (11 -9157) 
Jordan Hymns of Grateful Praise E BP (4570-43) 
BREAK BREAD TOGETHER 
Bristol The Bristol Collection, vol.2 M FL (HF-5078) 
Johnson Deck Thyself, My Soul, with Gladness, vol. II E-M APH (11-0101) 
Martin Spirituals for Organ E SMP (170/1002) 
Wood Let Us Break Bread Together E-M APH (11 -0856) 
Preludes and Postludes, vol.3 E-M APH (11 -9320) 
BRESLAU 
Willcocks Variations on "Breslau" M-D OX (ISBN 0-0-3759500) 
BRISTOL 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 1) E 0X01.961) 
Willan 10 Hymn Preludes, Set II M EP (6012) 
BROTHER JAMES'S AIR 
Darke A Meditation of "BrotherJames's Air" M OX (ISBN 
0- 0-375340-5) 
Martin Organ Hymn Arrangements by Gilbert Martin E-M SMP (KK 420-2) 
Wood Wood Works for Organ E-M SMP(KK357-3) 
Wright Prelude on "BrotherJames's Air" M OX03.1O3) 
BRYN CALFARIA 
Burkhardt 5 Easter Season Hymn Improvisations M MSM (10-403) 
Goode 7 Communion Meditations E FL (HF-5084) 
Haan Organ Musicfor Lent and Easter E SMP (KK375) 
Johnson 12 Hymn Settings for Organ E Schmitt(7634) 
Manz lmprovisationsfor the Easter Season, Set 1 E MSM (10-402) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 6 D CONC 07-5305) 
Vaughan-
Williams Three Preludes M-D ST&B (2155) 
Weber 4 Hymn Preludes M CONC 07-6089) 
BUNESSAN 
Burkhardt Praise and Thanksgiving Improvisations Set 4 M MSM (10-754 
Callahan Thanksgiving Suite: IIA Gaelic Improvisation M MSM (10-600) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set9 M-D CONC (97-5556) 
Martin Organ Hymn Arrangements by Gilbert Martin E-M SMP (KK 420-2) 
Wood Wood Works, Set 1 E SMP (KK357) 
CANONBURY 
Jordan Worship Service for the Organist E-M BP (4570-27) 
CAPE TOWN 
Willan 10 Hymn Preludes, Set 1 M EP (6011) 
CARLISLE 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 2) (manuals) Op.91 E OX (01,192) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.21 E EP (6421) 
Willan 36Short Preludes and Postludes 
on Well-Knoum Hymn Tunes, Set3 E EP (6l62) 
CASWALL 
Cassler Hymntune Preludesfor the Organ, Vol.4 E APH (11 -9208) 
Haan Organ Music for Lent and Easter E SMP (KK375) 
CHARLESTOWN 
Lovelace 14 Hymn Preludes E APH (11 -6152) 
Stearns Tender Thoughts: Six More Preludes 
on Early American Hymns for Organ E-M MALCOLM (HF-5197) 
CHESTERFIELD 
(see RICHMOND) 
CHILDREN OF THE HEAVENLY FATHER 
(see TRYGGARE KAN INGEN VARA) 
CHRIST 1ST ERSTANDEN 
BachJ.S. Orgelbiichlein, BWV627 M-D CONC (97-5774) 
Select Organ Works for Lent and Easter, ed. G. Young M FL (HF-5016) 
The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol.1 M DT (43340021) 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol2 E BA (2434) 
Buchner Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk2 (pedals) E OX (31.185) 
Callahan An Easter Suite E MSM (10-401) 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 E GRAY (GB195) 
Grabner Preludes for the Hymn in Worship E CONC ©7-5035) 
Leupold An Organ Book E-M CMP (603) 
Lind Easter Suite: Christ Is Arisen for Organ E PAR (PPM08912) 
Martin Organ Alleluias for Easter M GRAY (GB00677) 
Organ Hymn Arrangements by Gilbert Martin E-M SMP (KK 420-2) 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.2 M EP (6402) 
Scheidt The Parish Organist, ed. Fleischer, Part 1 E-M CONC (97-1145) 
Das Gorlitzer Tabulaturbuch E-M EP (4494) 
Walcha Choralvorspiele, Vol2 E-M EP (4871) 
Willan 10 Hymn Preludes, Set III M EP (6013) 
Young An Easter Suite M-D HP (919) 
CHRISTE DU LAMM GOTTES 
Bach, J.S. Orgelbiichlein, BWV 619 E CONC (97-5774) 
Distler Short Chorale Arrangements, Op.813 M-D BA (1222) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 4 E CONC ©7-4951) 
Manz Improvisations for the Lenten season, Set 1 E MSM (10-300) 
Walcha Chorale Preludes, v.HI M EP (5999) 
CHRIST LAG IN TODESBANDEN 
BachJ.S. Orgelbiichlein E-M CONC (97-5774) 
Sdmtliche Orgelwerke, Vol.9 ed. H. Lohmann M-D BRH 
Select Organ Works for Lent and Easter, ed. Young M-D FL (4517) 
The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol.1 M Dt 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol.2 E BA (2434) 
Bohm Samtlicbe Werke, Band2 (Complete Works) E BRH (29620) 
Buttstedt Orgelchorale E BA (2207) 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op.28 E GRAY (GB195) 
Eggert 6Hymn Preludes, Sell M CONC (97-5893) 
Held Six Preludes on Easter Hymns M CONC (97-5330) 
Homilius 8 Chorale Preludes M-D HU (3571) 
Kauffmann Harmoniscbe Seelenlust M BA (1924) 
Manz Improvisations for the Easter Season, Set 1 D MSM (10-402) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 6 D CONC (97-5305) 
Pachelbel Ausgewahlte Orgelwerke, Band 2 (Complete Works) M BA (239)/M 3761 
Scheidemann Choral-Bearbeitungen M BA (5481) 
Scheldt Das Gorlitzer Tabulaturbuch E-M EP (4494) 
Ausgewahlte Werke M EP (4393B) 
Telemann Seasonal Chorale Preludes, Bk.2 (manuals) E OX (31.183) 
VanderHorst Variazoni Sopra La Sinfonia Bella Cantata D EP (D59) 
Volckmar Short Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk.l E OX (31.227) 
Zachau 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
Seasonal Chorale Preludes, Bk. II (manuals) E OX (31183) 
CHRISTUS, DER 1ST MEIN LEBEN 
Bach, J.S. Organ Chorales From the Neumeister Collection E BA 5181 
Gieschen Four Quiet Hymn Settings M CONC 07-5839) 
Krapf Music for the Service M AP (KK 301) 
Krebs Samtliche Orgelwerke, Band II Choralbearbeitungen M Breitkopf 8415 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 2 E CONC 07-4656) 
Marpurg Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk.l E OX (31.184) 
Pachelbel Seiben Choralpartiten, Band 4 M-D BA (10l6)/K13763 
80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
Schiedt Ausgewahlte Werke E EP0393B) 
Walther Ausgewahlte Orgelwerke, Band 1, ed. Poppen M BRH (6945) 
Seasonal Chorale Preludes, Bk.l, ed. Trevor E OX (31.184) 
Orgelchorale M BA (379) 
80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
CHRISTUS IS ERSTANDEN 
(see CHRIST IS ERSTANDEN) 
COMMANDMENTS 
(see LES COMMANDEMENS) 
CONSOLATION 
(see RESIGNATION; see also MORNING SONG) 
CORONAE 
Dirr Partita on "Coronae" M-D BMC(l4009) 
CORONATION 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes E AMSI(Or-l) 
Fleischer The Parish Organist, ed. Fleischer, Part 1 E-M CONC 07-1145) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB644) 
Harris 10 Hymn Preludes in Trio Style E GRAY (GB632) 
Hopson Five Preludes on Familiar Hymns E FL (HF-5123) 
Jordan All Hail the Power of Jesus'Name E BP (4570-31) 
A Joyful Noise E BP (4570-62) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol.2 E SMP (KK 294) 
McKinney Preludes for 55 Weil-Known Hymn Tunes E JF (9770) 
Whitford Five Chorale Paraphrases, Set 2 M GRAY (GB355) 
Young Contemporary Hymn Preludes E HPH(No328) 
CRADLE SONG 
Callahan Christmas Music for Manuals M-D MSM (10-110) 
Lovelace Away in a manger E Con 97-5915 
Lowe Praise to the Lord, the Almighty E BP (4570-53) 
Martin Organ Hymn Arrangements by Gilbert Martin E-M SMP (KK 420-2) 
CRIMOND 
Rowley Choral Preludes, Vol.4 E Ashdown (36867) 
Thiman Improvisations on "Crimond" E-M NOV(new series, 230) 
Young 9 Hymns Preludes for Organ E HP (336) 
CROFT'S 136th 
Parry 7 Chorale Preludes, Set 2 M-D NOV (14298) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.11 M EP (6411) 
CRUCIFER 
Behnke 7Hymn Preludes M CONC (97-6142) 
Below Hymn Tune Preludes for Organ E-M APH (11-10231) 
Busarow Processional on "Lift High the Cross" M CONC (97-5442) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, set9 E CONC (97-5556) 
CRUGER 
Proulx Three Preludes for Organ M APH (119483) 
CRUSADER'S HYMN 
(See ST. ELIZABETH) 
CWM RHONDDA 
Barr Three Preludes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GSTC01079) 
Held Those Wonderful Welsh, Set 2 E MSM (10-842) 
Karvonen Preludes on Welsh Hymn Tunes E ARVON(501) 
Lovelace 14 Hymn Preludes E APH (11-6152) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 5 M-D CONC (97-5257) 
Five Hymn Improvisations for 
Weddings and General Use E MSM (10-850) 
Phillips All Hail the Power of Jesus'Name E BP (4570-31) 
Whitney Hymn Improvisations on "God of Grace" M-D GSTC7GRAY (920) 
DARMSTADT 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 E GRAY (GB195) 
Gehrke Concordia Hymn Prelude Series: Vol. 1, Advent-A-M, ed. Gotsch E-M CONC (97-5536) 
Haan 0 Worship the King E BP (4570-42) 
Karg-Elert Choral Improvisations, Op.65,v.5 M Marks/BRH (BRH8265) 
DARWALL 
(see DARWALL'S 148th) 
DARWALL'S 148th 
Callahan Partita on "DarwalTs 148th" E-M MSM (10-848) 
Coleman 10 Hymn Tune Voluntaries, Bk.l E ST&B (4409) 
Jordan A Joyful Noise E BP (4570-62) 
Martin Organ Hymn Arrangements by Gilbert Martin E-M SMP(KK 420-2) 
Miles The Parish Organist, LE-Med. Fleischer, Parti E CONC 07-1145) 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol. XI M-D EP (6411) 
Whitlock 6Hymn Preludes, Bk.l M-D OX (31.041) 
Willan 36 Short Preludes and Postludes 
on Well-Knoum Hymn Tunes, Setl E-M EP (6l6l) 
DEJLIG ER DEN HIMMEL BLAA 
Leavitt Three Organ Settings for the Christmas Season E MSM (10-106) 
Manz Improvisations for the Christmas Season, Set II M MSM 10-101 
DEO GRACIAS/AGINCOURT SONG 
Burkhardt Partita on "Deo Gracias" E MSM (10-844) 
Dunstable Treasury ofEarly Organ Music, ed.E. Power Biggs E MC(453 00258) 
Eggert 6Hymn Preludes, Set2 M CONC 07-5912) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set9 M CONC 07-5556) 
Meek Organ Music of Canada, Vol2 "Voluntaryfor St. Crispin's Day" E Berandol Music 
Lim.(l402) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year. Vol.4 ML EP (6404) 
Roberts Improvisations on the Agincourt Hymn M GRAY 004)/GSTC 
Whitlock 6Hymn Preludes, Bk.l M-D OX (31.041) 
Willan 10 Hymn Preludes, Set II M EP (6012) 
Young 9 Hymn Preludes for Organ E HP 036) 
DENNIS 
McKinney Prelude for 55 Hymn Tunes E JF 0770) 
Young Nine Hymn Preludes E HP (336) 
DETROIT 
Held 7 Settings of American Folk Hymns E CONC 07-5829) 
Hurd Partita on DETROIT M-D APH (11 -10225) 
Johnson Deck Thyself My Soul, with Gladness, vol. II E-M APH (11-0101) 
DEUS TUORUM MILITUM 
Johnson All Glory, Laud, and Honor (manuals) E APH (11 -5085) 
DEXTER 
(see EARTH AND ALL STARS) 
DIADEMATA 
Burkhardt 5Easter Season Hymn Improvisations E-M MSM (10-403) 
Callahan Great Victorian Hymns E MSM (10-882) 
Held Hymn Preludes for the Pentecost Season M CONC 07-5517) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol.4 E SMP (KK297) 
Rotermund 7Hymn Preludes, Set 1 M CONC 07-6138) 
Wyton A Little Christian Year E CF (N4383) 
DIE TUGEND WIRD 
Drischner Choralvorspielefur Dorrforganisten E CLS 
Mendelssohn Kompositionenjiir Orgel M-D BB 
DIR DIR JEHOVA/WINCHESTER NEW 
Drischner Choralvorspiele fur Orgel (PD) E CLS 
Leupold An Organ Book M CMP (603) 
Pasquet Nine Chorale Preludes E-M APH (11-9298) 
Reger Choralvorspiele, Op.68 M-D B&B 
DISTRESS 
Powell Hymn Preludes for Holy Communion (Collection) E CONC 07-5486) 
Shearing Sacred Soundsfrom George Shearing for Organ E-M SMP (KK-229) 
DIVINUM MYSTERIUM 
Faxon A Christmas Celebration: Six Carol Preludes M MSM (10-104) 
also in Davis' Organist's Manual,Norton 
Held Six Carol Settings E CONC 07-4985) 
Kickstat 6Advent Chorale Manuals E MSM (10-003) 
Kloppers 3 Plainsong Settings M CONC 07-5814) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year Vol 1 E EPNo.6401 
Purvis Eleven Pieces for the Church Organist M-D HL00123159 
Sadowski 6Hymn Preludes M CONC 07-6044) 
Schack Preludes on Ten Hymntunes E-M APH (11 -9363) 
DIX 
Brandon, G. Variations on the Hymn-Tune Dix E Brodt Music Co. 
Burkhardt Praise and Thanksgiving, Improvisations Set 4 E-M MSM (10-754) 
Hustad Hymns in Classic Style E HP 
Jordan A Season A Time E BP (4570-37) 
Leavitt 4 Hymn Preludesfor Christmas M CONC 07-5914) 
Markworth The Parish Organist, ed. Fleischer, Part 1 E CONC 07-1145) 
Mitchell-Wallace 
An Epiphany Suite M SEL (160-140) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 22 M-D EP (6422) 
Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.1 E EP (6401) 
Pelz As with Gladness Men of Old M CONC 07-5873) 
DOMINUS REGIT ME 
Coleman 24 Interludes Based on Communion Hymn Tunes E OX (31.180) 
Gardner Chorale Preludes on English Tunes E-M OX (ISBN 019 375135 6) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 1) E OX (31.961) 
Matthews 10 Choral Preludes and a Fantasy E DT (78942 -34) 
McKinley 10 Hymn Tune Fantasies M GRAY (598) 
Willan 36 Short Preludes and Postludes 
on Well-Knoum Hymn Tunes,Set3 E EP (6l62) 
DONNE SECOURS 
(see GENEVAN 12) 
DOWN AMPNEY 
Alwes 6Organ Preludes M APH (11-9416) 
Arnatt Parish Organist, XI E CONC (97-4758) 
Bender Four Variations for Organ on 6 Hymn Tune Preludes,Op,47 M APH 
Callahan Pentecost Music E MSM (10-540) 
Gehring Six Hymn Tune Preludes E CONC (97-4768) 
Gore Fantasy on Doum Ampney E APH (11 -5925) 
Held Hymn Preludes for the Pentecost Season E CONC (97-5517) 
Sinzheimer 12 Hymn Preludes and Improvisations E CONC (97-4769) 
DU MEINE SEELE, SINGE 
Leupold An Organ Book E-M CMP (603) 
DUKE STREET 
Bender 5 Festive Preludes on Easter Hymns M CONC (97-5495) 
Burkhardt Six General Hymn Improvisations M MSM (10-846) 
5 Easter Season Hymn Improvisations E MSM (10-403) 
Callahan Partita on DUKE STREET E-M CONC (97-5998) 
Haan Festival Hymn Preludes for Organ E SMP (KK 329) 
Held Preludes and Postludes, Vol.1 E APH (11 -9318) 
Jordan A Joyful Noise E BP (4570-62) 
Martin Toccatas! Toccatas! ed. Hegarty M-D Lorenz 
Mead Prelude of "Duke Street" M GRAY (682) 
Wienhorst The Parish Organist, ed. Fleischer E CONC (97-1145) 
DUNDEE 
Johnson Deck Thyself My Soul, With Gladness E APH (11-9157) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 1) E OX (31.961) 
Lovelace 4 Organ Pieces for Lent E CONC 07-6029) 
Trio andFughetta on Dundee M APH (11 -0855) 
Parry 7 Chorale Preludes, Set 1 D NOV (69 000108) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.12 M EP (6412) 
Unkel The Parish Organist, ed. Fleischer, Part 1 E CONC 07-1145) 
Whitford 5 Choral Paraphrases, Set 2 M GRAY(GB355) 
Willan 36Short Preludes and Postludes 
on Well-Knoum Hymn Tunes, Setl E EP (6l6l) 
EARTH AND ALL STARS/DEXTER 
Burkhardt Praise and Thanksgiving-Improvisations, Set2 E MSM (10-752) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn Tunes, Bk.3 E-M AMSI (OR-6) 
Johnson Earth and All Stars E APH (11-5746) 
Mitchell-Wallace 
Hymn Prisms M HP (270) 
Wyton Variants on Earth and All Starts D APH (11 -0849) 
EASTER HYMN 
Callahan Easter Music for Manuals E MSM (10-408) 
Fleischer The Parish Organist, ed. Fleischer, Part 1 M CONC 07-1145) 
Held Six Preludes on Easter Hymns M CONC 07-5330) 
Johnson All Gloiy, Laud, and Honor (manuals) E APH (11-5085) 
Jordan Hymns of Grateful Praise E BP (4570-43) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol.1 E SMP (KK234) 
Lovelace Fourteen Hymn Preludes E APH (11-6152) 
Manz Improvisations for the Easter Season, Setl E MSM (10-402) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 6 E CONC 07-5305) 
McKinney Preludes for 55 Well-Knoum Hymn Tunes E JF (9770) 
Nieland Organ Hymns for Easter M WLP (0-282) 
Page Come, Thou Fount of Every Blessing E-M BP (4570-46) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol2 E-M EP (6402) 
Popplewell Church Preludes of English Tunes E-M OX (ISBN 0 19 3751356) 
Young 8 Organ Voluntaries E PT (41034-30) 
Easter Triptych E BP (4570-32) 
EBENEZER 
Behnke 7Hymn Preludes M CONC (97-6142) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol.3 E SMP(KK278) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 8 E CONC 07-5342) 
Purvis Seven Chorale Preludes E CF (0-3450) 
Willan 10 Hymn Preludes, Set II M EP (6012) 
Young 9Hymn Preludesfor Organ E-M HP (336) 
EIN LAMMLEIN GEHT 
(see AN WASSERFLUSSEN BABYLON) 
EIN' FESTE BURG 
Bach, J.S. The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol.1 M DT (43340021) 
Chorale Preludes: Ancient and Modern, Vol.1 D HINR (1021) 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol2 E BA (2434) 
Festival Preludes on 6Chorales M-D CONC 07-4608) 
Buxtehude Samtliche Orgelwerke, Vol.4 ed. Hedar M HF (3928) 
Callahan Partita on Ein Feste Burg M-D MSM (10-800) 
Cassler This is the Victory E-M APH (11 -9497) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes E AMSI(0R-1) 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op.28 E GRAY (GB05) 
Edmundson Seven Classic Preludes on Old Chorals E-M JF (FE 7466) 
Gronau Ein Feste Burg ist Unser Gott M W (542) 
Hanff Koraalbewerkingen M HU (3180) (HU) 
Chorale Preludes: Ancient and Modern, Vol.1 M HINR (1021) 
Held Hymn Preludes for the Autumn Festivals E-M CONC 07-5360) 
Johnson All Glory, Laud, and Honor (manuals) E APH (11 -5085) 
Jordan A Joyful Noise E BP (4570-62) 
Leavitt 3 Festive Hymn Preludes M CONC 07-6163) 
Kauffmann Harmonische Seelenlust ML BA(024) 
Krapf Reformation Suite M CONC 07-5002) 
Sing and Rejoice, Vol.2 E SMP (KK235) 
Lowe Lead on, O King Eternal M Genera Music Group 
Manz 10 Short Intonations on Well-Known Hymns E CONC 07-9492) 
10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 8 D CONC 07-5342) 
Marpurg 21 Chorale Preludes M APH (11 -9506) 
Merkel Chorale Preludes: Ancient and Modem, Vol.1 E HINR (1021) 
Nelhybel 21 Chorale Preludes M HP (481) 
Pachelbel Ausgewahtle Orgelwerke, Band 3 (Complete Works) M BA (287)/K 3762 
80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
Chorale Preludes: Ancient and Modem, Vol.1 E HINR (1021) 
Peeters 30 Chorale Preludes, Bk.2 D EP (6024) 
Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.8 M EP (6408) 
Praetorious Chorale Preludes: Ancient and Modem, Vol.1 M HINR (1021) 
80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
Reger 30 Short Chorale Preludes, Op.l35a E-M EP (3980) 
Scheidt The Parish Organist, ed. Fleischer, Part 1 E CONC 07-1145) 
Das Gorlitzer Tabulaturbuch E EP (4494) 
Walcha Fiinfundzwanzig Choralevorspiele (25 Chorale Preludes) M EP (4850) 
Walther Ausgewalte Orgelwerke, Band I M-D BRH (6945) 
Chorale Preludes: Ancient and Modem, Vol.1 M HINR (1021) 
80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
Orgelchorale M-D BA (379) 
Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk. 11 M OX (31.183) 
Whitford 5 Chorale Paraphrases, Set 1 M GRAY (375902 -0) 
Young 7 Hymn Voluntaries for the Church Organist E PT (41118-21) 
ELLACOMBE 
Burkhardt 5Lenten Hymn Improvisations E-M MSM (10-309) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.12 M EP (6412) 
Rotermund 7Hymn Preludes, Setl M CONC 07-6138) 
Stoldt Five Hymn Settings M MSM (10-931) 
ELLERS 
Callahan Great Victorian Hymns E MSM (10-882) 
Harris 10 Hymn Preludes in Trio Style, Set 2 E GRAY (GB643) 
Held Preludes andPostludes, Vol.1 E APH (11 -9318) 
Hobby Three Hymns of Praise E MSM (10-756) 
Stearns 20Hymn Preludes E COB(493-00002) 
Willan 36Short Preludes andPostludes, Set 2 E EP (6l62) 
ENGELBERG 
Callahan Voluntary on "Engelberg" M MSM (10-702) 
Lovelace Two Preludes M SEL (160-724) 
Mitchell-Wallace 
Hymn Prisms M HP (270) 
ERE ZIJ GOD 
Zwart Kerst-Suite M MA (MR 124) 
ERHALT UNS, HERR 
Bach.J.S. Organ Chorales from the Neumeister Collection E BA5181 
The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol.1 M DT (43340021) 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol.1 E BA (2431) 
Festival Preludes on 6 Chorales D CONC(97-4608) 
Buxtehude SamtlicheOrgelwerke, Vol.4, ed. Hedar M HF (3928) 
Cassler Hymntune Preludesfor the Organ, Vol.3 E APH (11 -9207) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book VI E AMSI (SP-103) 
Incertus Chorale Preludes by Masters of 17 
and 18th Centuries, ed. Buszin, Vol.1 E-M CONC (97-1099) 
Krapf Lord, Keep us Steadfast M CONC (97-5777) 
Leupold An Organ Book E CMP (603) 
Liturgical Chorale Book E-M APH 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 2 E CONC (97-4656) 
Pachelbel The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol.1 M DT (43340021) 
Praetorious The Parish Organist, ed. Fleischer, Part 1 E CONC (97-1145) 
Scheldt Das Gorlitzer Tabulaturbuch E EP (4494) 
Ausgewdhlte Werke E EP (43938) 
Walcha Chorale Preludes, Band 1 M-D EP (4850) 
Walther 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
Orgelchorale M BA (379) 
ERMUNTRE DICH 
Callahan Christmas Music for Manuals M-D MSM (10-110) 
Marpurg 21 Chorale Preludes M APH (11-9506) 
ES 1ST EIN ROS/A ROSE BREAKS INTO BLOOM 
Brahms 11 Choral Preludes (Opus 122) E MMC(A-260)/HEN 
Hymn Tunes from the St. Cecilia Series, Set 2, Holler, Comp E GRAY (617) 
Burkhardt 5 Advent Hymn Improvisations M-D MSM (10-004) 
Cassler Hymn Tunes Preludesfor the Organ, Vol.1 E APH (11 -9205) 
Drischner Choralvorspielefur Dorforganisten (MAN.) E CLS (170) 
Partiten tiber Zwei Weihnachtslieder E CLS 
Gortenmulden Advent and Christmas Chorales E MA (MR107) 
Kee Kerstkoralen Met Variaties M HU (903) 
Hoppers Three Christmas Hymns M MSM (10-105) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, vol.3 E SMP (KK278) 
Manz Improvisations for the Christmas Season, SetU E MSM (10-101) 
Mueller The Parish Organist, ed. Fleischer, Part 1 E-M CONC 07-1145) 
Peters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.1 LE EP (6401) 
Praetorious Organ Voluntaries, ed. A. Schriener E BMP (FE 07224) 
Schroeder Orgelchorale M SS (5426) 
Schaffner 5 Christmas Carols in a Baroque Style M CONC 07-6794) 
Stearns 8Meditations on Advent and Christmas Hymns E FL (HF-5214) 
VanDenBerg Suite Over Bekende Kerstliederen M-D A 
Vogel Ein Roze Fris Ontloken M AN (247) 
ES KOMMT EIN SCHIFF GELADEN 
Lemckert 6 Choralpreludes en een Partita 
Voor De Kerstkring(Christmas) M BKC (239-0922-4) 
Pepping Kleines Orgelbiicb E-M SS (3735) 
Walcha Choralvorspiele M-D EP (5999) 
EVENTIDE 
Haan The King of Love, Nine Contemplative Pieces for Organ E SMP(KK277-5) 
Harris 10 Hymn Preludes in Trio Style E GRAY(GB632) 
Hofland The Parish Organist, ed. Fleischer, Part 1 E CONC 07-1145) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes, Set 1 E OX (31.961) 
Lovelace 8Hymn Preludes E APH (11 -9144) 
McKinney Preludesfor 55 Well-Known Hymn Tunes E JF 0770) 
Parry 7 Chorale Preludes, Set 2 M-D NOV (14298) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.21 E EP (6421) 
Rowley Choral Preludes, Vol.4 E Ashdown(36908) 
Stearns 20 Hymn Preludes E COB 
Willan 36Short Preludes and Postludes, Set III E EP (6l63) 
EWING 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 21 M EP (6421) 
FARRANT 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 17 M EP (6417) 
FESTAL SONG 
Bingham 12 Hymn-Preludes, Set. 1 E GRAY (151) 
FOREST GREEN 
Below Hymn Tune Preludes for Organ E-M APH (11 -10231) 
Callahan Christmas Music for Manuals M-D MSM (10-110) 
Held Six Carol Settings E CONC 07-4985) 
Hudson Suite of Organ Carols E APH (11 -9460) 
Leavitt 4 Hymn Preludesfor Christmas M CONC 07-5914) 
Lowe All Hail the Power of Jesus' Name, ed. Lyon E BP (4570-31) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 7 E CONC 07-5829) 
Improvisations for the Christmas Season, Set II E MSM (10-101) 
Purvis 7 Chorale Preludes M-D CF (N1080) 
Wood Wood Works for Christmas E SMP (KK454) 
FOUNDATION 
-J Burkhardt American Folk Hymns Suitefor Organ M MSM (10-835) J Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY(GB644) 
7 Communion Meditations E FL (HF-5084) 
Held 7 Settings of American Folk Hymns E CONC 07-5829) 
Hustad Sacred Harp for the Organ E BP 
Langlais American Folk Hymn Settings for Organ M FIT (F0623) 
Martin Early American Folk Hymns for Organ M Lorenz 
Organ Hymn Arrangements by Gilbert Martin E-M SMP (KK 420-2) 
Murphee Toccata on "How Firm a Foundation" M GRAY (813) 
Stearns Tender Thoughts: Six More Preludes 
on Early American Hymns for Organ E-M MALCOLM (HF-5197) 
FRANCONIA 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set2)(manuals) Op. 91 E OX (31.02) 
Concordia Hymn Prelude Series: Vol. 1, Advent-A-M, ed. Gotsch E-M CONC 07-5536) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.18 M EP (6418) 
Rowley Choral Preludes, Vol.3 E Ashdown07OO2) 
FREU DICH SEHR 
(see GENEVAN 42) 
FROHLICH SOLL/BONN 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol.2 E 
Drischner Choralvorspielefur Dorforganisten (MAN) E 
Kickstat 5 Christmas Chorales for Manuals M 
Pepping Kleines Orgelbiich M 
GALILEE 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 1) E 










GAUDEAMUS PARITER/AVE VIRGO 
Alwes 6Organ Preludes M APH (11 -94l6) 
Bender 5Festive Preludes on Easter Hymns M CONC 07-5495) 
Callahan An Easter Suite E MSM (10-401) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book V E AMSI (SP-102) 
Held Six Preludes on Easter Hymns E CONC 07-5330) 
Krapf Preludesfor the Hymns in Worship, Vol.11 M CONC 07-5035) 
Sing and Rejoice, Vol.4 E SMP (KK297) 
Lockwood 8 Preludes for Organ M-D APH (11-9155) 
Sing and Rejoice, Vol.4 E SMP (KK297) 
Schroeder Preludes for the Hymns in Worship, Vol.11 M CONC 07-5035) 
Wold Song of Thankfulness and Praise, Set 1 E-M MSM (10-711) 
GELOBT SEI GOTT 
Callahan Easter Music for Manuals E MSM (10-408) 
Hovland Gelobt Sei Gott im hochstenThron D Norsk(8990) 
Manz Improvisations for the Easter Season, Set 1 M-D MSM (10-402) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 5 M-D CONC 07-5257) 
Martin The Bristol Collection, vol. 2 D FL (HF-5078) 
Organ Alleluias for Easter M GRAY (GB006770 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.2 M EP (6402) 
Walcha Choralvorspiele, Vol.3 M EP (5999) 
Wenzel Preludes for the Hymns of Worship M CONC 07-5035) 
Willan Six Choral Preludes, Set I M CONC 07-3903) 
GENEVAN 6 
Bolt TwaalfPsalmen En Lqjzangen E L&A 00-70-355-07-8) 
Brink Four Preludes on Genevan Psalm Tunes E CRC 
Kleinbussink 10 Koraal Partitas M-D VOGG 
McKay Suite on Sixteenth Century Hymn Tunes M-D GRAY (Bel KB GB 00273) 
Tuuk The Composers Workshop, Series 1 M CW 
VanNoordt Monumenta Musica Neerlandica, ed. Curtis, Vol. XI M-D VNM 
GENEVAN 12/DONNE SECOUR 
Speuy Psalm Preludes D HEUW (EH211) 
GENEVAN 19 
Kee, G Psalmen Voor Orgel, Band2 M A (5330) 
GENEVAN 25 
Brink Four Preludes on Genevan Psalm Tunes E CRC 
Kee, C Psalmen Voor Orgel, Band2 M A (5330) 
GENEVAN 27 
Speuy Psalm Preludes M-D HEUW (EH 211) 
GENEVAN 33 
Kee, C. Psalmen Voor Orgel, Band2 M A (5330) 
deWolf Psalm33en4Koraalvoorspelen M-D NO 
GENEVAN 42/FREU DICH SEHR 
Asma Muziek voor Kerk en Huis A M 
Anonymous Monumenta Musica Neerlandica, ed. Curtis, Vol. Ill E VNM 
Bohm 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
Samtliche Werke, Band 2 (Complete Works) M-D BRH (29620) 
The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol.1 M DT (43340021 
Burkhardt 5 Advent Hymn Improvisations M-D MSM (10-004) 
Callahan Advent Music for Manuals E MSM(MSMlO-l) 
Cassler Hymn Tunes Preludes for the Organ, Vol.1 E APH (11 -9205) 
Hymntune Preludesfor the Organ, Vol.2 E APH (11 -9206) 
Drischner Choralvorspielefur Doiforganisten (MAN) E CLS (2027) 
Heiller Zwei Kleine Partiten M AW (V15) 
Homilius 8 Chorale Preludes M HU (3571) 
Kickstat 6 Advent Chorales for Manuals E-M MSM (10-3) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol.4 E SMP (KKK297) 
Krebs 6Chorale Preludes M-D HU G544)/BRH (8415) 
Leavitt Three Organ Settings for the Christmas Season E MSM (10-106) 
Leupoid An Organ Book M CMP(603) 
Manz 10 ShortImtonations on Well-Known Hymns E CONC 07-9492) 
10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 5 E CONC (97-4554) 
Improvisations for the Christmas Season, Sell E MSM (10-100) 
Oley Chorale Preludes for Organ or KeybordInstrument, Vol. 1 E CONC (97-5474) 
The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol. 1 E-M DT (43340021) 
Pachelbel Sieben Choralpartiten, Band 4 M BA (10l6)/Kl3763 
Concordia Hymn Prelude Series: Vol. 1, Advent-A-M, ed. Gotsch E-M CONC ©7-5536) 
Pasquet Nine Chorale Preludes E-M APH (11 -9298) 
Peelers Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.1 E EP (6401) 
Reger 30 Short Chorale Preludes, Op.l35a E-M EP (3980) 
Phantasy on the Choral "Preudich Sehr OMeineSeele" D BMP (4479) 
Speuy Psalm Preludes M HEUW (EH 211) 
Sweelinck Works for Organ and Keyboard M DOVER(24935-2) 
Waither Ausgewahlte Orgelwerke, Band I M-D BRH (6945) 
The Church Organist's Golden Treasury', Vol.1 M DT (43340021) 
The Composers Workshop, Series 1 M CB 
GENEVAN 47 
Brink Four Preludes on Genevan Psalm Tunes E-M CRC 
GENEVAN 51 
Anonymous Monumenta Musica Neerlandica, ed. Curtis, Vol. Ill E VNM 
Speuy Psalm Preludes M HEUW (EH 211) 
GENEVAN 65 (=GENEVAN 72) 
Bolt TwaalfPsalmen En Lofzangen E L&A (90-70-355-07-8) 
Kee, C Psalmen Voor Orgel, Band 2 M A (5330) 
Speuy Psalm Preludes M HEUW (EH 211) 
Van Twillert Muziek Voor de Eredienst E-M AN (1385002) 
GENEVAN 68/OLD 113th/0 MENSCH BEWEIN (=GENEVAN 36) 
Bach.J.S. Orgelbiichlein D CONC ©7-5774) 
Bijster Fantasia en Fuga in kerkrtijl over "Psalm 68" M-D E-V(AN) (75) L&A ©0-70-355-07-8) 
Eilander Preludium en Toccata over "Psalm 68" M-D MR (111) 
Groenendijk 10 Koraal Partitas M-D VOGG 
Near Preludes on 4 Hymn Tunes M APH (11 -0828) 
Reger Choralvorspiele, Op. 67 (#15) D B&B(l6893) 
Sweelinck Ausgewahlte Werke, v. 2 M EP/Dover (24935-2) 
Walcha Chorale Preludes, v. 2 E EP (4871) 
GENEVAN 77 (=GENEVAN 86) 
Kee, C. Psalmen Voor Orgel, Band3 M A (5477) 
Kee, P. Triptych on Psalm 86 D HINR/EP (810A) 
GENEVAN 81 
Bolt Twaalf Psalmen en Lofzangen E L&A ©0-70-355-07-8) 
GENEVAN 84/MEIN LEBEN 1ST EIN PILGRIMSTAND 
Bastiaans Varieties En Finale Over "Psalm 84" M-D MA(MR108) 
Drischner Choralvorspielefur Dorforganisten E CLS 
Walcha Chorale Preludes, v. 3 M EP (5999) 
Zwart Psalm 84 and Psalm 116 M-D PT (513-00646) 
GENEVAN 93 
Post Muziek Voor De Eredienst M-D AN ©31) 
GENEVAN 95 (=GENEVAN 24, 62, and 111) 
Dragt 3 Koraalpreludes E AN (NR 4©) 
Speuy Hollandsche Koraalkunst M-D NO 
Van 
Blankenburg Hollandsche Koraalkunst M-D NO 
VanNoordt Tabulatuur-Boeck van Psalmen en Fantasyen M-D A 
GENEVAN 97 
VanVliet 10 Koraal Partitas M-D VOGG 
GENEVAN 98 
(See Genevan 118) 
GENEVAN 100 (^GENEVAN 131 and 142) 
Anonymous Monumenta Musica Neerlandica, ed. Curtis, Vol. Ill E VNM 
Brink Four Preludes on Genevan Psalm Tunes E-M CB 
Kee, C. Psalmen Voor Orgel, Band3 M A (5477) 
Ourensma The Composer's Workshop, Series 1 E CB 
Speuy Psalm Preludes M HEUW (EH 211) 
Van Beek 10 Koraal Partitas M VOGG 
GENEVAN 103 
Dragt Psalm Clll M-D AN/E-V 
Kee, C. Psalmen Voor Orgel, Band 1 M A (4986) 
GENEVAN 105 
Temmingh 7 Preludes E-M CONC (97-5172) 
GENEVAN 116 (=GENEVAN 74) 
Kee, G Partita Over Psalm 116 M AN (246) 
Muziek Voor De Eredienst M AN (246) 
Speuy Hollandsche Koraalkunst M-D NO 
Psalm Preludes I) HEUW(EH211) 
Sweelinck Worksfor Organ and Keyboard M-D DOVER (24935-2) 
VanNoordt Monumenta Musica, VolJG M-D VNM 
Hollandsch Koraalkunst M-D NO 
Zwart Psalm 84 and Psalm 116. M-D MA(MR105) 
GENEVAN 118/RENDEZ A DIEU/(=GENEVAN 66 and 98) 
Bovet Pieces d' Orgue E-M Eulenburg (GM92) 
Coleman 24 Interludes Based on Communion Hymn Tunes E 0X01.180) 
Johnson Deck Thyself, My Soul, with Gladness, vol.1 E-M APH (11 -9157) 
McKay Suite on Sixteenth Century Hymn Tunes M GRAY (Bel KB GB 00273) 
Peek Hymn Preludes for the Church Year E CF (04266) 
Powell 11 Chorale Preludes on Hymn Tunes M-D FL (HF5036) 
Speuy Psalm Preludes D HEUW (EH211) 
Temminga 7 Preludes M CONC ©7-5172) 
VanTwillert Muziek voor de Eredienst E AN (1385002) 
GENEVAN 119 
VanNoordt Monumenta Musica Neerlandica, ed. Curtis, VolJG M-D VNM 
GENEVAN 121 
Bartlema 10 Koral Partitas M VOGG 
GENEVAN 124/TOULON/OLD 124th 
Gieschen Four Quiet Hymn Settings M CONC (97-5839) 
Held Three Piecesfor Organ E APH (11 -8525) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB644) 
Hopson Praise to the Lord E SMP (KK389) 
Krapf Partita on Toulan (Old 124th) E-M CONC (97-5945) 
Moser The Parish Organist, Part3 E-M CONC (97-1154) 
Ourensma The Composer's Workshop, Series 1 E CMD 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.10 M EP (6410) 
Sadowski 6Hymn Preludes M CONC 07-6044) 
Schaak Hymn Preludes for Holy Communion, Vol.1 E-M CONC (5486) 
Van Hulse Ten Preludesfor Organ E-M JF (8834) 
Willan 10Hymn Preludes, Set II E-M EP (6012) 
GENEVAN 128 
Beekman 10 Koral Partitas M-D VOGG 
Speuy Psalm Preludes D HEUW(EH211) 
GENEVAN 130 
Anonymous Monumenta Musica Neerlandica, ed. Curtis, Vol.111 E 
Bolt Twaalf Psalmen En Lofzangen E-M 
VNM 
L&A 00-70-355-07) 
Marpurg 21 Chorale Preludes M APH (11 -9506) 
Schuurman 10 Koraals Partitas M-D VOOG 
Speuy Psalm Preludes M HEUW (EH211) 
GENEVAN 134/OLD HUNDREDTH/HERR GOTT DICH LOBEN ALLE WIR 
Bach,J.C. The Parish Organist, Part3 E CONC 07-1154) 
Bock Organ Sounds for Worship E SMP (KK 200) 
Bristol Bristol Collection of Contemporary Hymn Tune Preludes, Vol.1 D FL (HF5071) 
Burkhardt Praise and Thanksgiving-Improvisations Set 11 M MSM (10-752) 
Hampton Prelude and Variations on "Old Hundredth" D McA/BMP 
Hurford Ceremonial Music for Organ E OX 01.198) 
Johnson All Glory, Laud, and Honor (manuals) E APH (11 -5085) 
12 Hymn Settings for Organ E Schmitt(7634) 
Jordan Worship Service Music for the Organist E-M BP (4570-27) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol.3 E SMP(KK278) 
Lovelace 14 Hymn Preludes E APH (11-6152) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 4 M-D CONC07-4951) 
Mulder Psalm 134 Trio en Koraal E-M MA(MR106) 
Pachelbel 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller M EP (4448) 
Paine The Complete Organ Works of. D McA (DM00052) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol24 E EP (6424) 
Post Truptychfor Organ M-D APH (11 -835) 
Pureed Prelude M-D Ashdown (37760) 
Walcha Chorale Preludes, v.3 M EP (5999) 
Walther The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol. 2 M DT (43341033) 
Willan 10 Hymn Preludes, Set 1 M EP (6011) 




(See LES COMMANDEMENS) 
GENEVAN 143 
Kee 10 Koraal Partitas M 
GENEVAN 150 
Hamersma The Composer's Workshop, Series 2 M 
Krapf Fantasy for Organ on the Psalm CL M-D 
Schuurman Toccata, Trio en Fuga over Psalm 150 D 
Temminga 7 Preludes E-M 
Vogel Toccata Over Psalm 150 M-D 
GERMANY 
Edmundson Seven Classic Preludes on Old Chorals E-M 
Jordan Worship Service Music for the Organist E-M 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.7 E-M 
Steere Prelude on the Hymn Tune "Germania" M 
Whitford Five Choral Paraphrases, Set 1 M 
Willan 36 Short Preludes and Postludes 
on Well-Knoum Hymn Tunes, Set2 E-M 
GETHSEMANE 
Chenvien Lamb of God; Five Lenten Hymn Settings for Organ E 
GLORIA 
Burkhardt 5 Christmas Hymn Improvisations M-D 
Callahan A Christmas Suite E 
Jordan Hymn tunes of Organ, Vol.11 E 
Wyton A Little Christian Year E 
GO TELL IT ON THE MOUNTAIN 
Bales Toccatina "Go Tell It On The Mountain" M 
Held Christmas Comes Again E 
Lowe Praise to the Lord, the Almighty E 
Manz Ten Chorale Improvisations, Set 10 E-M 




AN/E-V (PR 327) 
CONC 07-5172) 
AN (413) 
















GOD REST YOU MERRY 
Below Hymn Tune Preludes for Organ E-M APH (11 -10231) 
Fedak An Advent/Christmas Suite M SEL (160-112) 
Held Six Carol Settings E CONC (97-4985) 
Roberts Improvisations on "GodRest You Merry Gentlemen" D GSTQ/GRAY (00663) 
Rutter Chorale Preludes on English Tunes E-M OX (ISBN 019 3751356) 
GOPSAL 
Willcocks Ceremonial Music for Organ, Bk. 1 M OX (31.198) 
GRAFENBERG/NUN DANKET ALL 
Callahan Pentecost Music E MSM (10-540) 
Drischner ChoralvorspielefurDoiforganisten E CLS/EP 
Held Hymn Preludes for the Pentecost Season E-M CONC (97-5517) 
Krapf Music for the Service E AP (KK301) 
GREENSLEEVES/WHAT CHILD IS THIS 
Callahan A Christmas Suite E MSM (10-109) 
Diemer 7Hymn Preludes E (Hr-5008) 
Johnson 12Hymn Setttingsfor Organ E Schmitt(7634) 
All Glory, Laud, andHonor(manuals) E APH (11 -5085) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 7 E CONC (97-5308) 
Improvisations for the Christmas Season, Set II E MSM (MSM10-101) 
Purvis Greensleeves M-D BMP (01326-012) 
Rowley Choral Preludes. Vol.3 M Ashdown (36920) 
Stearns 8Meditations on Advent and Christmas Hymns M FL (HF-5214) 
Vaughan-
Williams A Vaughan Williams Organ Album M OX (31.187) 
Wright Carol-Prelude on Greensleeves M-D GSTCGRAY (798) 
GROSSER GOTT 
Burkhardt Praise and Thanksgiving Improvisations Set 4 E MSM (10-754) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book VI E AMSI (SP-103) 
Fleischer The Parish Organist, ed. Fleischer, Parti E-M CONC (97-1145) 
Held Hymn Preludes for the Pentecost Season E CONC (97-5517) 
Krapf Music for the Service E AP(KK301) 
Manz 10 Short Intonations on Weil-Known Hymns E CONC (97-9492) 
10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 8 E CONC (97-5342) 
Peeters 30 Chorale Preludes, Bk. 3 E EP (6025) 
Reger 30 Short Chorale Preludes, Op.l35a E-M EP (3980) 
HAMBURG 
Burkhardt 5 Lenten Hymn Improvisations E MSM (10-309) 
Cherwien Lamb of God: Five Lenten Hymn Settings M MSM (10-302) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol.1 E SMP (KK294) 
Lovelace Two Prelude M SEL (160-724) 
McKinley Ten Hymn Tune Fantasies E-M GRAY (594) 
Young Hymn Preludes for the Church Service E FL (HF5005) 
HANKEY 
Diemer Celebration: 7Hymn Settings for Organ E APH (11 -9097) 
Held Gospel Hymn Settings E HN (HMO-146) 
Stearns 3 Preludes on Old Hymns M APH (11-9481) 
VanHulse Ten Preludes for Organ E-M JF (8834) 
Young Easy Settings for Favorite Hymns E HP (216) 
HANOVER 
Best 12 Short Preludes (no. 5) M-D KL(3221) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB644) 
Haan Festival Hymn Preludes E SMP (KK-329) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 2) (manuals) Op. 91 E OX (31.192) 
Matthews 6 Chorale Improvisations M SCH (43894) 
Parry 7 Chorale Preludes, Set 2 D NOV (14298) 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.6 E-M EP (6406) 
Rowley Choral Preludes, Vol. 4 M Ashdown (36880) 
Young Chorale Preludes on 7 Hymn Tunes E FL (3762) 
HE LEADETH ME 
(SeeAUGHTON) 
HEATHLANDS 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 2)(manuals) Op. 91 E OX (31.192) 
HEINLEIN 
Callahan A Lenten Suite M MSM (10-312) 
Lenten Music for Manuals E MSM (10-304) 
Hallstrom Three Pieces for Organ on Familiar Hymn Tunes M FL (HF-5070) 
Johnson MusicforWorship: Easy Trios E-M APH (11-9291) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 2) (manuals) Op. 91 E OX (31.192) 
Matthews 10 Choral Preludes and a Fantasy E-M DT (78942-34) 
Wyton A Little Christian Year E CF (N4383) 
HENDON 
Lovelace Eight Hymn Preludes E-M APH (11-9144) 
HERR GOTT, DICH LOBEN ALLE WIR 
(See GENEVAN 134) 
HERR, ICH HABE MISSGENANDELT 
Kauffman Harmonische Seelenlust M BA (1924) 
Krebs Samtliche Orgelwerke, Band II Choralbearbeitungen M Breitkopf (8415) 
Marpurg Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk. 1 E OX (31.184) 
The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol.2 M DT (43341033) 
HERR, NUN HEB 
Walcha Chorale Preludes, Band I E EP (4850) 
HERR, NUN SELBST 
(See HERR, NUN HEB) 
HERZLICH TUT MICH VERLANGEN 
Alwes 6 Organ Preludes E APH (11 -9416) 
Bach, J.S. Neue Ausgahe Samtlicher Werke; SerielV; 
Orgelwerke, Vol. 3 M BA (5017) 
Organworks, Vol. 3 E OX (BA5173) 
Samtliche Orgelwerke, v. 9 M BRH 
Short Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk.l E OX (31.227) 
The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol. 2 M-D DT (43341033) 
Brahms Eleven Choral Preludes, OP. 122 M Marks/BRH/HEN (400) 
Burkhardt 5 Lenten Hymn Improvisations E MSM (10-309) 
Buxtehude Samtliche Orgelwerke, Vol. Pf E-M HF (3928) 
Callahan Lenten Music for Manuals E MSM (10-309) 
Cassler Hymntune Preludesfor the Organ, Vol.2 E APH (11 -9206) 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 E GRAY (GB195) 
Fedak A Lenten/Easter Suite M SEL (160-123) 
Haan Passacaglia on the Passion Chorale M SMP (59) 
Johnson 12 Hymn Settings for Organ E Schmitt(7634) 
All Glory, Laud, and Honor (manuals) E APH (11-5085) 
Music for Worship: Easy Trios E-M APH (11-9291) 
Kee,C Lijdenskoralen E HU (1163) 
Kee, P. Two Piecesfor Organ M H1NR/EP 
Kirnberger Chorale Preludes for Organ 
or Keyboard Instrument, Vol. 2 E CONC (97-5520) 
Kirnberger Select Organ Works for Lent and Easter, ed. Young E FL (HF5016) 
Kittel Seasonal Chorale Preludes, Bk. 1 (manuals) M OX (31.182) 
Koch Preludes for the Hymns in Worship E CONC (97-5305) 
Langlais Neuf Pieces (No. VII) M BORN (SB5337) 
Lovelace 4 Organ Pieces for Lent E CONC (97-6029) 
Manz Improvisations for the Lenten Season, Set 1 E-M MSM (10-300) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 6 M CONC (97-5305) 
Marpurg 21 Chorale Preludes M APH (11 -9506) 
Pachelbel Sieben Choralpartiten, Band 4 M BA (10l6)/K13763 
Reger Chorale-Preludesfor the Church Year, Opus 67 M CF (0-4667) 
Schakelford Sweelinck Variations M-D McA/BMP (DM 00227) 
Scheidt Das Gorlitzer Tabulaturbuch E EP (4494) 
Stearns 20Hymn Preludes E CP(49300002) 
Trevor Short Chorale Preludes, Bk. 1 E-M OX (31-227) 
HERZLIEBSTER JESU 
BachJ.S. Organ Chorales From the Neumeister Collection E BA5181 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol. 1 E BA (2431) 
Brahms 11 Choral Preludes(Op. 122) M MMC(A-260) 
Burton Two Lenten Meditations E GRAY (GSTC998) 
Callahan Lenten Music for Manuals E MSM (10-304) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book V E AMSI (SP-102) 
Cruger In Muziek Voor Lijdenstijd En Pasen E AN (640) 
Held A Suite of Passion Hymn Settings E CONC ©7-4843) 
KauSmann Harmonische Seelenlust E-M BA (©24) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol.1 E SMP (KK294) 
Leopold An Organ Book E-M CMP (603) 
Johnson Musicfor Worshipfor Manuals E-M APH 
Manz 10 Short Intonations on Well-Knoum Hymns E CONC 07-9492) 
Oley 11 Chorale Preludes M McA (DM00055) 
Peeters 30 Chorale preludes, Bk. 3 M EP (6025) 
Walcha Funfundzwanzig Choralvorspiele (25 Choral Preludes) E EP (4850) 
Wyton A Little Christian Year E CF (N4383) 
Young Easter Triptych E BP (4570-32) 
Hymn Preludes for the Church Service E FL (HF5005) 
HOLLINGSIDE 
Rowley Choral Preludes, Vol.1 E-M Ashdown (36893) 
HOLY MANNA 
Held Preludes and Postludes, Vol. I E APH (11 -9318) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 2) E OX (31.961) 
Mitchell-
Wallace Hymn Prisms M HP (270) 
Owens 5 Little Romantic Preludes M APH (11 -5033) 
Wood Wood Works for Organ Book 2 E SMP (KK 400-3) 
Young Contemporary Hymn Preludes E HPH (328) 
HORSLEY 
Haan Organ Music for Lent and Easter E SMP 075) 
HUMILITY 
Callahan A Christmas Celebration.Six Carol Preludes M-D MSM (10-104) 
HYFRYDOL 
Callahan Partita on HYFRYDOL M-D CONC ©7-5940) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn Tunes, Bk. Ill M AMSI (OR-6) 
Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book VII E AMSI (SP-104) 
Coleman Hymn Tune Voluntaries E OX 01 -050) 
Diemer 7Hymn Preludes E APH (11-9097) 
Harris 10Hymn Preludes in Trio Styles, Set 2 E GRAY (GB643) 
Hancock Prelude on HYFRYDOL M BMP (GSTC1006) 
Held Preludes and Postludes, Vol.1 E APH (11 -9318) 
Those Wonderful Welsh, Sell E-M MSM (10-841) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice Vol. 2 E SMP (KK235) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Op. Set 1 E CONC ©7-4554) 
Near Preludes on 4 Hymn Tunes M-D APH (11 -828) 
Page Come, Thou Fount of Every Blessing M-D BP (4570-46) 
Schack 9 Chorale Preludes M-D CONC ©7-5045) 
Swenson 7Hymn Preludes in a New Style M GRAY (GB637) 
Vaughan-
Williams 3 Preludes M ST&B (2155) 
Willan 10 Hymn Preludes, Set 1 M EP (6011) 
Young 8 Organ Voluntaries E PT (41034-30) 
HYMN TO JOY 
Arcus Fantasia on HYMN TO]OY D CONC ©7-6162) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB644) 
Hobby Three Hymns of Praise M MSM (10-756) 
Hustad Collected Works E HP 
Jordan A Joyful Noise E BP (4570-62) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol.2 E SMP (KK235) 
Manz 2 Pieces for Festive Occasions E MSM (10-840) 
Sadowski 6Hymn Preludes M CONC (97-6044) 
I WANT TO BE A CHRISTIAN 
Haan 0 Worship the King E BP (4570-42) 
IN BABILONE 
Burkhardt Six General Hymn Improvisations, Setl E-M MSM (10-846) 
Callahan Pentecost Music for Manuals E MSM (10-540) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book IV E AMS10R-9 
Haan Variations on "In Babilone" M FL (HH - 5035) 
Harris 10 Hymn Preludes in Trio Style E GRAY (GB632) 
Held Hymn Preludes for the Pentecost Season E CONC (97-5517) 
Johnson Music for Worship: Easy Trios E-M APH (11-9291) 
Lind Variations on IN BABILONE E-M CONC 07-6027) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 8 M CONC 07-5342) 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfat the Liturgical Year, Vol.3 M EP (6403) 
Purvis 7 Chorale Preludes D CF (N1080) 
Sedio Eight Hymn Introductions M-D MSM (10-836) 
Sinzheimer 12 Hymn Preludes and Improvisations E-M CONC 07-4769) 
Young Collegefor Organ E-M FL (4667) 
IN DIR 1ST FREUDE 
Bach.J.S. Orgelbuchlein M CONC 07-5774) 
Beck 5Hymn Preludes M CONC ©7-5391) 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol.2 E BA (2434) 
Burkhardt Six General Hymn Improvisations E MSM (10-846) 
Drischner ChoralvorspielefurDoiforganisten(MAN) E CLS 
Partiten uber Zwei Weihnachtslieder E CLS 
Drischner Choralvorspielefur Orgel (PD) M CLS 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 E GRAY (GB05) 
2 Chorales E (GSTC770) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set9 E CONC 07-5556) 
10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 8 D CONC 07-5342) 
Sedio Eight Hymn Introductions M-D MSM (10-836) 
Wood Woodworks, Book 3 E SMP(KK500) 
IN DULCI JUBILO 
Abbott A Christmas Celebration: Six Carol Preludes M-D MSM (10-104) 
Andriessen Advent to Whitsunday M H1NR/EP (741) 
BachJ.S. Organ Musicfor Christmas, ed. Trevor, Vol. 1 E-M OX (31.177) 
Short Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk. 1 E OX (31.227) 
Orgelbuchlein D CONC 07-5774) 
NeueAusgahe Samtlicher Werke; Serie IV; Orgelwerke, Vol. 3 M BA (5017) 
Samtliche Orgelwerke v.9„ 2 versions E-M BRH 
Beck Variations on IN DULCI JUBILO M CONC 07-5664) 
Beechey Chorale Preludes on IN DULCIJUBILO M GSTC/GRAY (00964) 
Buttstedt Orgelchorale M BA (2207) 
Buxtehude Organ Music for Christmas, ed. Trevor, Vol. 1 M OX (31.177) 
Samtliche Orgelwerke, v. 4 M HF (3928) ed. Hedar 
Drischner Partiten Ober zwei Weihnachtelieder M CLS (170) 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 E GRAY (GB05) 
2 Chorales E GRAY (GSTC770) 
Engel Variations on IN DULCI JUBILO M-D CONC 07-6011) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB644) 
Haan Partita on IN DULCI JUBILO M CONC 07-5405) 
Held Six Carol Settings E CONC 07-4985) 
Johnson All Glory, Laud, and Honor E APH (11 -5085) 
Musicfor Worshipfar Manuals E-M APH 
Kickstat 3 Christmas Choralesfor Organ E MSM (10-1080 
Lubeck In DulciJubilo E-M KL 0086) 
Orgelwerke M-D EP (11461) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set3 M CONC 07-4950) 
10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 7 E CONC 07-4950) 
Improvisations for the Christmas Season, Set III E-M MSM (10-102) 
Martin Two Meditations for Christmas E GRAY (GSTC943) 
Peeters 30 Chorale Preludes, Bk. 3 M EP (6025) 
Scheidt Das Gorlitzer Tabulaturbuch E EP (4494) 
Stearns 8Meditations on Advent and Christmas Hymns M FL (HF5214) 
Trevor Short Chorale Preludes, Bk.l E OX (31.227) 
Walther Orgelchorale M BA (379) 
Ausgewablte Orgelwerke, Band II M-D BRH (6946) 
Organ Music for Christmas, ed. Trevor, Vol.1 M OX (31.177) 
The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol.3 M DT (43341033) 
Wood Wood Worksfor Organ E SMP (KK454) 
Wyton A Little Christian Year E CF (N4383) 
Young Easy Settings for Favorite Hymns E HP (216) 
Zachau 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
INFANT HOLY 
(See WZLOBIELEZY) 
INNSBRUCK/NUN RUHEN ALLE WALDER 
Brahms Eleven Chorale Preludes, Op. 122 M-D Marks/BRH/HEN (400) 
Johnson Deck Thyself, My Soul, With Gladness E APH (11 -9157) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 7 E EP (6407) 
Walther The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol.3 M DT (43341005) 
IRBY 
Behnke 7Hymn Preludes M CONC 07-6142) 
Callahan Christmas Music for Manuals M-D MSM (10-110) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book V E AMSI (SP-102) 
Cowell Chorale Prelude on "Irby"for Organ M NOV (164) 
Jordan Hymns of GratelulPraise E BP (4570-43) 
IRISH 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.14 E EP (6414) 
Willan 36Short Preludes and Postludes 
on Weil-Known Hymn Tunes, Set2 E-M EP (6l62) 
ITALIAN HYMN 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book VII E AMSI (SP-104) 
Dunham Ten American Hymn-Tunes Preludesfrom the 19th Century, ed.OwenY Lorenz 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB644) 
Jordan Hymns of Grateful Praise E BP (4570-43) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol.1 E SMP (KK294) 
Lockwood 8 Preludes for Organ M APH (11-9155) 
Longhurst Twelve Hymn Settings from the Tabernacle E-M HN/SON 
Matthews 10 Choral Preludes and a Fantasy E-M DT (78942-34) 
McKinley 10 Hymn Tune Fantasies M GRAY (591) 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.8 E-M EP (6408) 
Rotermund 7Hymn Preludes, Setl M CONC 07-6138) 
Whitney Postlude on "Come Thou Almighty King" M GRAY (712) 
JESU KREUZ, LEIDEN UND PEIN 
Below Hymn Tune Preludes for Organ E-M APH (11-10231) 
Held A Suite of Passion Hymn Settings E-M CONC 07-4843) 
Manz Improvisations for the Lenten Season, Setl E MSM (10-300) 
JESU, JOY 
(See WERDEMUNTER, MEINE GEMUNTE) 
JESU, MEINE FREUDE 
Bach.J.S. Orgelbuchlein M CONC 07-5774) 
Organ Chorales From the Neumeister Collection E BA (5181) 
Bastiaans Hollandsche Koraalkunst M-D NO 
Romantische Koraalbewerkingen M HU 0031) 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol.1 E BA (2431) 
Cassler Hymntune Preludesfor the Organ, Vol.3 E APH (11 -9207) 
Drischner ChoralvorspielefurDorforganisten(MAN) E CLS 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 M GRAY (GB05) 
Leupold An Organ Book M CMP (603) 
Liturgical Chorale Book E-M APH 
Manz Improvisations for the Easter Season, Set 1 E-M MSM (10-402) 
10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 5 M-D CONC 07-5257) 
10 Chorale Improvisations, Set3 E-M CONC 07-4950) 
Marpurg 21 Chorale Preludes M APH (11 -9506) 
8 Chorale Preludes M NOV (19505) 
Reger Chorale-Preludesfor the Church Year, Opus 67 M CF (0-4667) 
Richter Romantische Koraalbewerkingen M-D HU (3030) 
Ritter Chorale Preludes M-D HU (3443) 
Walther Ausgewahlte Orgelwerke, Band 11 M-D BRH (6946) 
Orgelchorale M-D BA (379) 
80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
Zachau Organ Music for Christmas, ed. Trevor, Vol. II E OX (31.178) 
JESU, MEINES LEBENS LEBEN/ALLE MENSCHEN MUSSEN STERBEN 
Bach.J.S. Organ Chorales From the Neumeister Collection E-M BA (5181) 
Orgelbuchlein E-M CONC (97-5774) 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol.2 E BA (2434) 
•*Drischner ChoralvorspielefurDotforganisten(MAN) E CLS 
Hoppers 5 Chorale Preludes E-M CONC 07-5733) 
Krebs Sdmtliche Orgelwerke, Band III, Choralbearbeitungen M BR (8415) 
Leupold An Organ Book E-M CMP (603) 
Pasquet Nine Chorale Preludes E-M APH (11-9298) 
* Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.2 E EP (6402) 
/ Van Twillert Drie bewerKingen over PassieKoralen M MA (MG004) 
Zachau 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E-M EP (4448) 
JESUS LOVES ME 
Wood Wood Worksfor Organ, Book 2 E SMP(KK 400-3) 
Young Contemporary Hymn Preludes E HPH028) 
JESUS, MEINE ZUVERSICHT 
Dupre 79 Chorales M GRAY(GB05) 
Hoppers 5 Chorale Preludes E-M CONC 07-5733) 
Leupold An Organ Book M CMP (603) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 5 M-D CONC 07-5257) 
Oley Ausgewahlte Choralbearbeitungen fur Orgel M NOE0627) 
Reger 30 Short Chorale Preludes, Op. 135a E-M EP (3980) 
Chorale-Preludes for the Church Year, Opus 67 M CF (0-4667) 
Trevor Short Chorale Preludes, Bk.2 E OX (31.228) 
Walther 80 Chorale Preludes M EP (4448) 
Orgelchorale M BA (379) 
JUDAS MACCABEUS/MACCABEUS 
Guilmant Paraphrase sur us Choeurde Judas Maccabeus de Handel M-D HU 
Young Easy Settings of Favorite Hymns E-M HP216 
KING'S LYNN 
McKinney Bristol Collection, No. 3, ed. Bristol E FL (HF5082) 
Schack Preludes on 10 Hymntunes E APH (11 -9363) 
Wood Seven Folk Tune Sketches E GRAY(GB00357) 
KING'S WESTON 
Burkhardt Praise and Thanksgiving, Set3 M MSM (10-753) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book VI M-D AMSI (SP-104) 
Johnson Music for Worship: Easy Trios E-M APH (11-9291) 
Speller 3 Preludes Based on Hymn Tunes D CONC 07-5837) 
KIRKEN 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book VII M AMSI (SP-104) 
Janacek 2 Chorale Preludes E-M OX 01.968) 
Manz 10 Short Intonations on Well-Known Hymns E CONC 07-9492) 
10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 8 M-D CONC 07-5342) 
Martin Organ Hymn Arrangements by Gilbert Martin E-M SMP (KK 420-2) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.10 M EP (6410) 
Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.4 E EP (6404) 
Young 9Hymn Preludesfor Organ E-M HP 036) 
KOMM, GOTT SCHOEPFER 
(See VENI CREATOR SP1R1TUS) 
KOMT VERWONDERT 
Dragt 5 Koral Preludes M A5725 
Hoogewoud KerstmuziekfMusicfor Christmas) M AN 057)/E-V 
KREMSER 
Burkhardt Praise and Thanksgiving, Set 1 E MSM (10-751) 
Callahan Thanksgiving Suite M MSM (MSM10-600) 
Cassler Hymntune Preludesfor the Organ, Vol.3 E APH (11 -9207) 
Fisk Prelude on "Netherlands" E-M GSTC/GRAY (654) 
Graham Variations on KREMSER E-M CONC (97-6086) 
Held Hymn Preludes for the Autumn Festivals E-M CONC (97-5360) 
Johnson All Glory, Laud, and Honor (manuals) E APH (11-5085) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol. 3 E SMP (KK278) 
McKinney Preludes for 55 Well-Knoum Hymn Tunes E JF (9770) 
Peelers Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year Vol.22 M EP (6422) 
Wood Wood Works for Organ Book 2 E-M SMP (KK 400-3) 
Young 7 Hymn Voluntaries for the Church Organist E PT (41118) 
LAKE ENON 
Lovelace 14 Hymn Preludes E APH (11-6152) 
LANCASHIRE 
Callahan Great Victorian Hymns E MSM (10-882) 
Gehring 6Hymn Tune Preludes E CONC (97-4768) 
Jordan A Joyful Noise E BP (4570-62) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol. 2 E SMP (KK235) 
McKinney Preludesfor 55 Well-Knoum Hymn Tunes E JF 0770) 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.20 M EP (6420) 
LAND OF REST 
Callahan 6Meditations on American Folk Hymns E-M CONC07-614O) 
Haan 0 Worship the King E BP (4570-42) 
Held 7 Settings of American Folk Hymns E CONC 07-5829) 
Martin Early American Folk Hymns E Lorenz(KK56) 
Near Suite for Organ M GRAY (GB00278) 
Owens 5 Little Romantic Preludes E APH (11 -6033) 
Proulx Prelude on "Land of Rest" M APH (11 -0845) 
Shearing Sacred Soundsfrom George Shearing for Organ E-M SMP (KK-229) 
Wood Seven Folk Tune Sketches M GRAY (GB00357) 
LANGRAN 
Bingham 12 Hymn-Preludes, Set 2, Op. 38 E GRAY (152) 
LASST UNS ERFREUEN 
Beechey Two Meditations E-M APH (11 -8660) 
Behnke 7Hymn Preludes M CONC 07-6142) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book V M AMSI (SP-102) 
Eggert 6Hymn Preludes, Sell M CONC 07-5893) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB644) 
Held Hymn Preludes for the Autumn Festivals E-M CONC 07-5360) 
Hopson 5 Preludes on Familiar Hymns E FL (HF5123) 
Johnson All Glory, Laud, and Honorjmanuals) E APH (11-5085) 
Hoppers Introduction and Toccata on All Creatures of Our God and King D EG-Kenwood 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol. 2 E SMP(KK235) 
Lockwood 8 Preludes for Organ E-M APH (11-9155) 
Manz Improvisations for the Easter Season, Set 1 E MSM (10-402) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 6 E CONC 07-5305) 
Martin Postlude on "Ye Watchers and Ye Holy Ones" 
in The Lutheran Organist M GRAY (234) 
Nieland Organ Hymns for Easter M WLP (0-282) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 21 M EP (6421) 
Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical year, Vol.3 E EP (6403) 
Schack 9 Chorale Preludes M CONC 07-5045) 
Schroeder Orgelchorale M SS (5426) 
Speller 3 Preludes Based on Hymn Tunes M CONC 07-5837) 
Stearns 8Meditations on Advent and Christmas Hymns E FL (HF5214) 
Young Collage for Organ E FL (HF5011) 
LAUDA ANIMA 
Burkhardt Praise and Thanksgiving, Set 5 M MSM (10-755) 
Haan Festival Hymn Preludes E SMP (KK 329) 
Hobby Partita on "Praise, My Soul, the King of Heaven" M CONC (97-6082) 
Hustad Processional on Lauda Anima E HOPE (353) 
Hustad Collected Works E SMP(KK235) 
Manz 2 Pieces for Festive Occasions E MSM (10-840) 
LAUDES DOMINI 
Hopson Praise to the Lord M SMP (KK-389) 
Kingsbury "When Morning Guilds the Sky" M GSTQ/GRAY (782) 
Matthews 10 Choral Preludes and a Fantasy E-M DT (78942-34) 
LAUDS 
Mitchell -
Wallace Hymn Prisms M HP (270) 
LEONI/YIGDAL 
Harris 10 Hymn Preludes in Trio Style E GRAY (GB632) 
Hopson 5 Preludes on Familiar Hymns E FL (HF5123) 
Johnson 12 Hymn Settings for Organ E Schmitt(7634) 
Page Come, Thou Fount of Every Blessing M BP (4570-46) 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.6 E EP (6406) 
Young 9 Hymn Preludes for Organ M HP (336) 
LES COMMANDEMENS/WENN WIR/GENEVAN 140/COMMAND 
Bach, J.S. Leipzig Chorales M (BWV668) 
Orgelbiichlein M (BWV641) CONC 
Krapf Music for the Service E AP (KK301) Abingdon 
Sweelinck Hollandsche Koraalkunst M-D NO 
Sweelinck Keyboard Works(Psalm 140) D DOVER (24935-2) 
Walcha Chorale Preludes, vol. 2 M EP (4871) 
LET US BREAK BREAD TOGETHER 
(See BREAK BREAD TOGETHER) 
LIEBSTER JESU 
Bach, J.S. Orgelbuchlein E-M CONC 07-5774) 
NeueAusgaheSamtlicherWerke;SerieIV;Orgelwerke, Vol.3 M BA(5017) 
SamtlicherOrgelwerkev.9 M BRH 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol. 1 E BA (2431) 
Burkhardt Six General Hymn Improvisations Sell E-M MSM (10-846) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes E AMSI (OR-1) 
Drischner Choralvorspielefur Dorforganisten(MAN) E VP-148 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 E GRAY (GB195) 
Gieschen Four Quiet Hymn Settings M CONC 07-5839) 
Leupold Liturgical Chorale Book E-M APH 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 8 M CONC 07-5342) 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.9 E EP (6409) 
Post Triptych for Organ E APH (11-835) 
Purvis 7 Chorale Preludes M-D CF (N1080) 
Reger 30 Short Chorale Preludes, Op.l35a E-M EP (3980) 
Rinck 12 Chorals and Variations E AN (628) 
Walther Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk. 1 E OX (31.182) 
Orgelchorale M BA079) 
LLANFAIR 
Held Those Wonderful Welsh, Set 2 E MSM (10-842) 
Johnson All Glory, Laud, andHonor(manuals) E APH (11-5085) 
Karvonen Preludes on Welsh Hymn Tunes E Arvon(501) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol.3 E (KK278) 
Martin Organ Alleluiasfor Easter E-M GRAY (GB00677) 
LLANGLOFFAN 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB644) 
Karvonen Preludes on Welsh Hymn Tunes E-M Arvon(501) 
LLEDROD 
Held Those Wonderful Welsh, Sell E-M MSM (10-841) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 10 E EP (6410) 
Warner New Every Morning E SMP 
LOBE DEN HERREN 
Ahrens Choralpartita uber "Lobe Den Herren" M-D SS3813 
Alwes 6Organ Preludes M APH (11-9416) 
Behnke 7Hymn Preludes M CONC (97-6142) 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol.1 E BA (2431) 
Little Choral Preludes, Vol.2 E BA (2434) 
Festival Preludes on 6 Chorales M-D CONC (97-4608) 
Burkhardt Praise and Thanksgiving, Set 1 E MSM (10-751) 
Cassler This is the Victory E-M APH (11 -9497) 
Drischner ChoralvorspielefurDorforganisten(MAN) E-M CLS/EP 
Gade Fantasi on Lover den Herre M-D Hansen 11700 
George Passacaglia on "Lobe den Herren" D Gray/BMP 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB644) 
Harris 10 Hymn Preludes in Trio Style E GRAY (GB632) 
Kennaway Toccata on HastDuDennJesu M-D Ashdown(EA. 36960) 
Kerr Preludes and Toccata on "Praise to the Lord, the Almighty" E FL (HH5Q41) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol.1 E SMP (KK234) 
Leavitt 3 Festive Hymn Preludes M CONC 07-6163) 
Leupold AnOrganBook E-M CMP(603) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 8 M CONC 07-534) 
10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 3 M CONC 07-4950) 
10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 2 M CONC 07-4656) 
Micheeisen Choralmusikfur Orgel M BA (1311) 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.22 M EP (6422) 
Reger 30 Short Chorale Preludes, Op.l35a E-M EP (3980) 
Schack 9 Choral Preludes M-D CONC 0705045) 
Shaw Processional M Cr/BMP (APS487) 
Thiman 3 Hymn-Tune Improvisations M OX (31.930) 
Walcha Chorale Preludes, Band II M EP (4448) 
Walther Chorale Preludes by Masters of 17 and 18th Centuries, ed. Buszin E CONC 07-1099) 
Seasonal Chorale Preludes, Bk. 2 (pedals) M OX (31.185) 
Ausgewahlte Orgelwerke, Bandli E-M BRH (6946) 
Orgelchorale E-M BA 079) 
LOBE DEN HERREN, O MEINE SEELE 
Burkhardt Praise and Thanksgiving. Set 3 E MSM (10-753) 
Stoldt Five Hymn Settings M MSM (MSM10-931) 
Jordan Hymn and Trumpetings E GMG (4180-16) 
LOBT GOTT, IHR CHRISTIAN 
Bach,J.S. Orgelbuchlein M CONC 07-5774) 
SdmtlicherOrgelwerke, vol.4 M BRH 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol.2 E BA (2434) 
Buxtehude Sdmtlicher Orgelwerke, v.4 M HF (3928) ed. Hedar 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 E GRAY (GB05) 
Harsow Chorale Preludesfor Organ or Keyboard Instrument, Vol. 1 E CONC 07-5474) 
KauSmann Harmonische Seelenlust M BA(024) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 7 E CONC 07-5308) 
Improvisations for the Christmas Season, Set III M MSM (MSM10-102) 
Scheldt Ausgewahlte Werke E EP (4393B) 
Das Gorlitzer Tabulaturbuch E EP (4494) 
Trevor Seasonal Chorale Preludes, Bk. l(pedals) E-M OX (31.184) 
Walcha Choralvorspiele, Vol. 2 M EP (4871) 
Walther 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller M EP (4448) 
Orgelchorale E-M BA (379) 
Seasonal Chorale Preludes, Bk. 1 (manuals) E-M OX (31.182) 
Organ Music for Christmas, ed. Trevor, Vol. II E OX (31.177) 
Orgelchorale M-D BA (379) 
Willan Six Chorale Preludes, Set II M CONC 07-3905) 
LONDON NEW 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 1) E OX (31.961) 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.21 E EP (6421) 
Willan 36Short Preludes and Postludes 
on Weil-Known Hymn Tunes, Set2 E EP (6l62) 
LOVE UNKNOWN 
Arnatt Preludes for the Hymns of Worship E CONC 07-5035) 
Burkhardt 5Lenten Hymn Improvisations E MSM (10-309) 
Callahan A Lenten Suite M MSM (10-312) 
Lenten Music for Manuals E MSM (10-304) 
Leavitt 3 Hymn Preludes M CONC 07-5894) 
LYONS 
Bielawa 2Preludes on "Lyons" D FL (HF-5100) 
Cherwien Interpretation Based on Hymn-Tunes E AMS1 (OR-1) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB 644) 
Haan 0 Worship the King E BP (4570-42) 
MACCABAEUS 
(seeJUDAS MACCABAEUS) 
MACHS MIT MIR 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Litrugical Year, Vol.15 E EP (6415) 
Walther Seasonal Chorale Preludes, Bk. 2 (manuals) E OX (31-183) 
Orgelchordle M-D BA 079) 
MADRID/SPANISH HYMN 
Jordan A Season in Time E BP (4570-37) 
MAG ICH UNGLUCK 
Pachelbel Ausgewablte Orgelwerke, Band 3 (Complete Works) M BA (287)/Kl3762 
Schiedt Das Gorlitzer Tabulaturbuch E EP (4494) 
MAGYAR 
Lovelace 14 Hymn Preludes E APH (11 -6152) 
MALABAR 
Gehring 6Hymn Tune Preludes E CONC 07-4768) 
MARION 
Burkhardt Praise and Thanksgiving, Set5 M MSM (10-755) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY(GB644) 
Hobby Three Hymns of Praise E MSM (10-756) 
Jordan A Joyful Noise E BP (4570-62) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.6. M EP 06406) 
Sinzheimer 12 Hymn Preludes and Improvisations E CONC 07-4769) 
Travis Toccata on "Rejoice Ye Pure in Heart" D MSM (10-705) 
MARTYDOM 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 1) E OX (31.961) 
Parry 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB644) 
Willan 10 Chorale Preludes, Set2 E-M EP (6012) 
MARTYRS 
Berry Variations on a "Martyrs' Tune" D CF (P3255) 
Johnson Deck Thyself My Soul, With Gladness E APH (110157) 
Powell 11 Chorale Preludes on Hymn Tunes M FL (HF5036) 
MARYTON 
Jordan Worship Service Music for the Organist E-M BP (4570-27) 
Martin Organ Hymn Arrangements by Gilbert Martin E-M SMP (KK 420-2) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.17 E-M EP (617) 
McKEE 
Callahan Suite on Afro-American Hymn Tunes M CONC 07-6081) 
Lovelace 14 Hymn Preludes E APH (11-6152) 
Martin Spirituals for Organ E SMP (170/1002) 
Wood Wood Works for Organ Book 2 E SMP (KK 400-3) 
MELCOMBE 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 1) E OX (31.961) 
McKinley 10 Hymn Tune Fantasies M GRAY (592) 
Parry 7 Chorale Preludes, Set 1 D NOV (59 000108) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Litrugical Year, Vol.8 E EP (6408) 
Willan 10Hymn Preludes, Set 1 E-M EP (6011) 
MELITA 
Barr Three Preludes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GSTC01079) 
Martin Organ Hymn Arrangements by Gilbert Martin E LORENZ (PC KK 420-2) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.13 M EP (6413) 
MENDELSSOHN 
Fedak An Advent/Christmas Suite E SEL (160-112) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY(GB644) 
Kerr Two Christmas Hymns for Organ M CONC 07-6160) 
Schaffner 5 Christmas Carols in a Baroque Style M CONC 07-6794) 
MERTON 
Cassler Hymn Tunes Preludes for the Organ, Vol.1 E APH (11 -9205) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 2)(manuals) Op.91 E OX (31.192) 
Stearns 8Meditations on Advent and Christmas E-M FL (HF-5214) 
Willan 36Short Preludes and Postludes 
on Weil-Known Hymn Tunes, Set3 E-M EP (6l63) 
MILES LANE 
Jordan All Hail the Power of Jesus'Name E BP (4570-31) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.6 E EP (6406) 
Rowley Choral Preludes, Vol.2 E-M Ashdown (36935) 
Whitney Improvisations on "MilesLane" M Gray/GSTC00811 
Willan 36 Short Preludes and Postludes on Well-known Hymn Tunes,I E EP (6l6l) 
MIT FREUDEN ZART/GENEVAN 138 
"Sender Little Choral Preludes, Vol2 E BA (2434) 
Organ Fantasy and Setting D CMP (ORG738) 
'Callahan Easter Music for Manuals E MSM (10-408) 
"Distler Short Chorale Arrangements, Op.83 M BA (1222) 
' Drischner Choralvorspielefur Doiforganisten (MAN) E CLS/EP 
Haan Canonic Variations on "With High Delight" E-M CONC 07-6167) 
- Krapf Partita on "MitFreuden Zart" M-D CONC 07-4689) 
"Leavitt 3Hymn Preludes M CONC 07-5894) 
-Lind Easter Suite: Christ Is Arisen for organ M PAR (PPM08912) 
* Lockwood 8Preludesfor Organ E-M APH (11 -9155) 
Pepping Grosses Orgelbiicb, vol.3 M SS (71A3731) 
v Schack Preludes on 10 Hymntunes M APH (11 -9363) 
v.d.Berg Tein Koraal Partitas M VOGG/L&A 
Walcha Chorale Preludes, Vol2 M-D EP (4871) 
MONKLAND 
Callahan Pentecost Music E MSM (10-540) 
Cassler Hymntune Preludes for the Organ, Vol.3 E APH (11 -9207) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 1) E OX (31.961) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.6 M EP (6406) 
MORECAMBE 
Callahan Pentecost Music for Manuals E MSM10-540 
Jordan Hymns and Trumpetings E MGM (4180-16) 
Willan 10Hymn Preludes E-M EP (6011) 
Young Hymn Preludes for the Church Service E FL (HF5005) 
MORNING SONG/CONSOLATION 
Beck Concordia Hymn Prelude Series:Vol. 1, Advent-A-M, ed. Gotsch E-M CONC 07-5536) 
Burkhardt 5 Advent Hymn Improvisations M-D MSM (10-004) 
Callahan Advent Music for Manuals E MSM (10-1) 
Owens 5 Little Romantic Preludes E APH (11-6033) 
Schack Preludes on 10 Hymntunes E APH (11 -9363) 
Swenson 7 Hymn Preludes in a New Style E-M GRAY (GB 637) 
MUNICH 
McKinley 10 Hymn Tune Fantasies M-D GRAY (597) 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.8 E-M EP (6408) 
Walther In the Parish Organist, Parti E CONC (OC333) 
Wyton A Little Christian Year E CF (N4383) 
NAOMI 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 19 M EP (6419) 
NATIONAL HYMN 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY(GB644) 
Kerr.W Festival Fanfare and Prelude on'God of Our Fathers' E-M MSM10-880 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgy, No. 24 E EP (6424) 
NEANDER 
(See UNSER HERRSCHER) 
NEED 
Bingham 12 Hymn-Preludes, Set 2 E GRAY (152) 
NETTLETON 
Burkhardt American folk Hymn Suitefor Organ M MSM (10-835) 
Callahan 6Meditations on American Folk Hymns E-M CONC (97-6140) 
Hancock Bristol Collection of Contemporary' Hymn Tune Preludes, Vol.1 E FL (HF5071) 
Harris 10 Hymn Preludes in Trio Style, Set 2 E GRAY (GB643) 
Lau Preludes and a Partita on the Great Hymns of the Church E FL (HF-5105) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 9 E CONC (97-5556) 
Martin 2 Preludes on American Hymn Tunes E GSTQ/GRAY (GSTC962) 
Sadowski 6Hymn Preludes M CONC (97-6044) 
Wood Wood Works for Organ E-M SMP(KK357-3) 
Young Easy Settings of Favorite Hymns E HP (216) 
Variations on an American Hymn Tune D JF (9288-12) 
NEUMARK 
(See WERNUR DEN UEBEN GOTT) 
NEW BRITAIN/AMAZING GRACE 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book IV E AMSIOR-9 
Gehring 2 Folk-Hymn Preludes E APH (11 -9507) 
Haan The King of Love, 9 Contemplative Pieces E SMP(KK277-5) 
Held Preludes and Postludes, Vol. I E APH (11-9318) 
Hopson- 5 Preludes on Familiar Hymns E FL (HF5123) 
Jordan Hymns and Trumpetings E GMG(4l80-16) 
Langlais American Folk Hymn Settings for Organ M FIT (F0623) 
Martin - Two Preludes on American Hymn Tunes E GSTQ/GRAY (GSTC962) 
Shearing Sacred Soundsfrom George Shearing for Organ E-M SMP (KK-229) 
Travis 3 Folk Hymns Improvisations for Organ M-D MSM (10-886) 
Wood Music for Organ E SMP (KK173) 
NICAEA 
Callahan Great Victorian Hymns E MSM (10-882) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book IV E-M AMSI OR-9 
Harris 10 Hymn Preludes in Trio Style, Set E GRAY (GB632) 
Hurford Chorale Preludes on English Tunes M OX (ISBN 0-19-375135-6 
Jordan A Joyful Noise E BP (4570-62) 
Lovelace Variations on "Holy, Holy, Holy" E-M SEL (160-727) 
Pethel Toccata on Holy E-M Genevox 4180-19 
Post Fantasie Over Het Lied'Heilig, Heilig, Heilig M-D PT (16300033) 
Willan 36 Short Preludes and Postludes 
on Well-Knoum Hymn Tunes, Set 1 M EP (6l6l) 
NOEL NOUVELET 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes Bk.l E AMSI (0R6) 
Dupre Variations on a Noel, Op. 20 D Leduc 
Haan Festival Hymn Preludes for Organ E SMP (KK-329) 
Johnson Music for Worship: Easy Trios E-M APH (11-9291) 
Lau, R. Variations on 'NoelNouvelet'for Organ E HF (HH-5048) 
Lind Easter Suite: Christ Is Arisen for Organ E PAR (PPM08912) 
Manz Improvisations for the Easter Season, Set 1 E MSM (10-402) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set9 M-D CONC (97-5556) 
Roques Carol Preludes, ed. Owen E SMP 
Reger 30 Short Chorale Preludes, Op. 135a E-M EP (3980) 
Schalk Concordia Hymn Preludes Series, Vol. II, ed. Gotsch, M CONC (97-5618) 
Webber 6Interludes on Christmas Carols E NOV(59031801) 
NU ZIJT WELLECOME 
Dragt Variations on "Now Be Welcome" M AN (490)/E-V 
Hoogewoud Kerstmuziek (Musicfor Christmas) M AN/E-V 
v.d.Berg Suite over Bakende Kerstliederen M A (357) 
NUN DANKET ALL 
(See GRAFENBERG) 
NUN DANKET ALLE GOTT 
Alwes 6Organ Preludes E APH (11-9416) 
Bach, J.S. Complete Organ Works, Vol. 8 (3 Settings) D SCH (43919) 
Samtliche Werke-Leipzig B D BRH/EP 
Now Thank We All Our God M GSTC/GRAY (868) 
Now Thank We All Our God M arr.E.P.Biggs (Marks) 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol.1 E BA (2431) 
Burkhardt Praise and Thanksgiving, Set 1 E MSM (10-751) 
Praise and Thanksgiving,Set 4 E-M MSM (10-754) 
Callahan ThanksgivingSuite:III M MSM (10-600) 
Dragt 3 Koraal Preludes M AN (419) 
Drischner ChoralvorspielefurDorforganisten(MAN) E CLS 
Choralvorspielefur Orgel(PD) E CLS 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 E GRAY (GB195) 
Haan 0 Worship the King M BP (4570-42) 
Held Hymn Preludes for the Pentecost Season E CONC (97-5517) 
Hymn Preludes for the Autumn Festivals E-M CONC (97-5360) 
Hovland Nu La Oss Takke Gud D Norsk(8822) 
Johnson Now Thank We All Our God M APH (11 -9330) 
Karg-Elert Chorale Improvisations, Op. 65 Vol. 6 D Marks(11530) BRH 
Kaufimann Harmoniscbe Seelenlust M BA (1924) 
80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol. 1 E SMP (KK234) 
Leupold An Organ Book E CMP (603) 
Lind Three Chorale Variations M-D PAR 0113) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 8 M CONC 07-5342) 
Oley 11 Chorale Preludes M-D McA 
Ausgerwahlte Choralbearbeitungen fur Orgel, Syre ed. D NOE(N3627) 
Peeters 30 Chorale Preludes, Bk. 2 M EP (6042) 
Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 12 D EP (6412) 
Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.23 M EP (6423) 
Pelz Three Fanfares D APH (11-5914) 
Post Triptych for Organ M APH (11 -835) 
Schack 9 Chorale Preludes M-D CONC 07-5045) 
Schreiner Organ Voluntaries,ed.SchreinerVol.2 E JF (8150) 
Von 
Herzogenberg Organ Book No. 2 M OX (31.05) 
Whitford 5 Choral Paraphrases, Set 1 M-D GRAY (GB355) 
Whitney Preludes on Now Thank We All Our God M GSTC/GRAY (GSTC702) 
NUN FREUT EUCH 
Bach, J.S. Samtlicher Orgelwerke, v. 9 M-D BRH 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol.1 E BA (2431) 
Festival Preludes on 6Chorales M-D CONC 07-4608) 
Drischner Choralvorspiele fur OrgelfPD) E CLS 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 M Gray/(GB05) 
Kauffmann Harmoniscbe Seelenlust M BA (024) 
Leaviti Three Hymn Settings M MSM (MSM10-932) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 4 M CONC 07-4951) 
Pepping Kleines Orgelbuch E SS 0735) 
Reger Choralvorspiele, Op. 67 M B&B/SCH (16893) 
Scheidt Das Gorlitzer Tabulaturbuch E EP (4494) 
Sweelinck Worksfor Organ and Keyboard M DOVER (24935-2) 
Weckmann Chorale Preludes by Masters of 17 and 18th Centuries, ed. Buszin E CONC 07-1099) 
NUN KOMM, DER HEIDEN HEILAND/VENI REDEMPTOR GENTIUM 
Bach, J.S. Complete Organ Works, Vol. 8 (3 Settings) M-D SCH (43919) 
Samtlicbe Orgelwerke - Leipzig D BRH/BA/EP 
Orgelbiichlein (The Liturgical Year) E-M CONC (97-5774) 
The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol. 3 M DT (43341005) 
Buttstedt The Parish Organist, Part3 E CONC (97-1154) 
Seasonal Chorale Preludes, Bk. 1 (manuals) E OX (31.182) 
Brauer Four Christmas Triosfor Organ or Strings E-M CONC (97-6084) 
Buxtehude Samtlicbe Orgelwerke, Vol. Ned. Hedar M HF (3928) 
Callahan Advent Music for Manuals E MSM(MSM10-1) 
Distler Organ Partita, Op. 8/1 D BA (637) 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 E GRAY (GB05) 
Eggert 6Hymn Preludes, Set2 M CONC (97-5912) 
Kauflmann Harmonische Seelenlust E-M BA (1924) 
Short Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk. 2 E OX Gl -228) 
Kickstat 6 Advent Chorales for Manuals E MSM (10-003) 
Lemckert 6 Choral Preludes En Een Partita Voor De Kerstkring D BKC (239-09224) 
Lind Variations on NUN KOMM, DER HEIDEN HEILAND M-D CONC 07-6010) 
Manz Improvisationsfor the Christmas Season, Set 1 E-M MSM (MSM10-100) 
10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 3 E CONC 07-4950) 
10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 7 M CONC 07-5308) 
Reger Chorale-Preludes for the Church Year, Opus 67 M CF (0-4667) 
Scheldt Das Gorlitzer Tabulaturbuch E EP (4494) 
Speller Three Organ Settings for Advent M CONC ©7-5946) 
Sweelinck Works for Organ and Keyboard M DOVER (24935) 
Vetter 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E-M EP (4448) 
Vetter Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk. 1 E-M OX (31.184) 
Von 
Herzogenberg Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk.l M OX 01.184) 
Walcha Chorale Preludes, Band I E EP (4850) 
Eunfundzwanzig Choralvorspiele E-M EP (4850) 
Walther Ausgewahlte Orgelwerke, Band 2 M BRH (6946) 
NUN LOB, MEIN SEEL 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol. 2 E BA (2434) 
Bender Festival Preludes on 6 Chorales M CONC 07-4608) 
Busarow Hymn Preludes for Holy Communion, Vol. 2 E-M CONC 07-5487) 
Buxtehude Samtlicbe Orgelwerke, Vol. Ill ed. Hedar(pg.l4) E HF (2937) 
Samtlicbe Orgelwerke, Vol.. Hied. Hedar(pg. 20) M HF (3927) 
Drischner Choralvorspielefur Orgel(PD) E CLS 
Kauffinann Harmonische Seelenlust E BA (024) 
Pachelbel Ausgewahlte Orgelwerke, Band3 (Complete Works) M BA (287)/K13762 
Chorale Preludes by Masters of 17 and 18th Centuries, ed. Buszin M CONC ©7-1099) 
Organ Bk. No. 2 E 0X01.05) 
Scheldt Das Gorlitzer Tabulaturbuch E EP (4494) 
Walther Ausgewahlte Orgelwerke, BandII M-D BRH (6949) 
Orgelchorale M-D BA (379) 
80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller M EP (4448) 
NUN RUHEN ALLE WALDER 
(See INNSBRUCK) 
NUNC DIMMITUS 
v.d.Berg Suite over Bekande Kerstliederen M A 
Walcha Chorale Preludes, Band I M EP (4850) 
NYLAND 
Jordan Three Quiet Preludes E GMG(4108-18) 
Page Come, Thou Fount of Every Blessing E BP (4570-46) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 18 M EP (6418) 
Young 7 HymnVoluntariesfor the Church Organist E PT (413-41118-21) 
Wood Seven Folk Tune Sketches M GRAY (GB 00357) 
O COME, O COME, IMMANUEL 
(See VENI IMMANUEL) 
O DASS ICH TAUSEND 
Burkhardt Praise and Thanksgiving, Set 1 E MSM (10-751) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set3 , M-D CONC (97-4950) 
Metzger The Parish Organist, Part3 E CONC 07-1154) 
Reger The Parish Organist, Part 3 E CONC 07-1154) 
Reger 30 Chort Chorale Preludes, Op. 135a E EP (3980) 
O DU LIEGE MEINER LIEBE 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgicaly Year, Vol. 15 E EP (6415) 
O FILM ET FILIAE 
Callahan An Easter Suite M MSM (10-401) 
Easter Music for Manuals E MSM (10-408) 
Couper Ancient Melodies and Hymns E FL (HF5047) 
Dandrieu Noels for the Organ E-M KL (3366) 
Farnum Toccata on "0Filii et Filiae" M-D PT2580-6 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB644) 
Guilmant Organ Music of Alexandre Guilmant, Vol. V E McA 
Held Partita on 0 Sons and Daughters E APH 07-5618) 
Johnson Music for Worship: Easy Trios E-M APH (11-9291) 
Kerr, Ed Prelude on 0 Filii Et Filiae E-M EG 
Lind Easter Suite: Christ Is Arisen for Organ E PAR (PPM08912) 
Martin Organ Alleluias for Easter M GRAY (GB00677 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.2 M EP (6402) 
Schroeder Preludes for the Hymns of Worship M CONC ©7-5035) 
West Old Easter Melody M-S GRAY (SSOC18-8) 
Willan 10 Hymn Preludes, Set 1 M EP (6011) 
Wyton A Little Christian Year E CF (N4383) 
Young Easter Triptych E BP (4570-32) 
O HEILAND 
Kickstat 6Advent Chorales for Manuals E MSM (10-3) 
Lemckert 6ChoralpreludesEn Een Partita VoorDe Kerstkring E BKC (239-0922-4) 
Walcha FunfundzwanzigChoralvorspiele E-M EP (4850) 
O MEIN JESU, ICH MUSS STERBEN 
Engel A Little Chacorme on a Lenten Hymn E-M MSM (10-305) 
O MENSCH, BEWEIN 
(See GENEVAN 68) 
O PERFECT LOVE 
Haan 0 Worship the King E BP (4570-42) 
Jordan Hymns of Grateful Praise E BP (4570-43) 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.23 M-D EP (6423) 
O QUANTA QUALIA 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book Vli M AMSI (SP-103) 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.21 E EP (6421) 
VanHulse 10Service Pieces, Op. 22 E-M FS(B-54) 
O STORE GOD 
Held Preludes and Postludes, Vol.1 E APH (11 -9318) 
O WELT, ICH MUSS DICH LASSEN 
(See INNSBRUCK) 
OLD 100th 
(See GENEVAN 134) 
OLD 104th 
Parry 7 Chorale Preldues, Set 1 D NOV (59000108) 
Rowley Choral Preludes, Vol. 2 E-M Ashdown06917) 
Willan 10Hymn Preludes, Set II E-M EP (6012) 
OLD 113th 
(See GENEVAN 68) 
OLD 120th 
Willan 36Short Preludes and Postludes 
on Well-knoum Hymn Tunes, Set3 E-M EP (6l6l) 
OLD 124th 
(See GENEVAN 124) 
OLIVET 
Arbatsky The Parish Organist, Part 3 E CONC (97-1154) 
Bingham 12 Hymn Preludes, Set 2, Op. 38 M GRAY (152) 
Callahan Great Victorian Hymns E MSM (10-882) 
Harris 10 Hymn Preludes in Trio Style E GRAY (GB632) 
Hopson Praise to the Lord E-M SMP(KK389) 
Mason American Hymns and Carols 
of the 19th Century, arr. Spong E AP (APM748) 
Van Hulse Ten Preludesfor Organ E-M JF (8834) 
Young 7 Hymn Voluntaries for the Church Organist E PT (413-41118-21) 
ONTWAAK 
Bastiaans RomantischeKoraalbewerkingen(Bastiaans) E HU (3031) 
ORIENTIS PARTIBUS 
Matthews Bristol Collection of Contemporary 
Hymn Tune Preludes, Vol. 1„ ed. Bristol E FL (HF5082) 
PASSION CHORALE 




Callahan Five Improvisations on Communion Hymns M CONC (97-6126) 
Cassler Hymn-Tune Preludesfor the Organ, Vol.4 E APH (11 -9208) 
Communion Reflections E APH (44-9096) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book VI E-M AMS1 (SP-103) 
Coleman 24 Interludes Based on Hymn Tunes E OX (31.180) 
Diemer Celebration: 7Hymn Preludes E FL (HF9097) 
Hillert Hymn Preludes for Holy Communion, Vol. 1 E-M CONC (97-5486) 
Johnson Deck Thyself My Soul, With Gladness E APH (11 -9157) 
Lau Preludes and a Partita on the Great Hymns of the Church E FL (HF-5105) 
Martin Organ Hymn Arrangements by Gilbert Martin E-M SMP(KK420-2) 
The Morning Star E HN (HMO-157) 
Rowley Hymn Tune Voluntaries E OX 01.050) 
Schack Preludes on 10 Hymn Tunes E APH (11 -9363) 
Stearns 8 Meditations on Communion Hymns E FL (HF5108) 
Travis Prelude on Let All Mortal Flesh Keep Silence M-D MSM (10-821) 
Van Hulse 10 Service Pieces, Op. 22 M FS (B54) 
PISGAH 
Kerrick All Hail the Power of Jesus' Name, ed. Lyon E BP (4570-31) 
Wood Organ Book of American Folk Hymns M SMP (KK189) 
PLEADING SAVIOR 
Callahan 6Meditations on American Folk Hymns E-M CONC (97-6140) 
Diemer Celebration: &Hymn Preludes E FL (HF9097) 
Harris 10 Hymn Preludes in Trio Style, Set 2 E GRAY (GB643) 
PROMISED LAND 
Phillips All Hail the Power of Jesus' Name, ed. Lyon E BP (4570-31) 
PSALM 42 
(See GENEVAN 42) 
PSALM 47 
(See GENEVAN 47) 
PSALM 68 
(See GENEVAN 68) 
PUER NOBIS 
Johnson All Glory, Laud, and Honor E APH (11-5085) 
PUER NOBIS NASCITUR 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book VII E AMSI (SP-104) 
Dandrieu Noels for the Organ E KL (3366) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB644) 
LeBegue Organ Music for Christmas, Vol2, Trevor ed. E-M OX (31.178) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 2 E CONC (97-4656) 
Manz Improvisations for the Christmas Season, Set III E MSM (10-103) 
Peeters Partita on "PuerNobis Nasciture" E-M EP(No66746) 
Sweelinck Works for Organ and Keyboard M DOVER (24935-2) 
QUEBEC 
Couper Ancient Melodies and Hymns E FL (HF-5047) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.13 M EP (6413) 
Wood Music for Organ E-M SMP(KK173) 
Wood Worksfor Organ Book 2 E-M SMP(KK400) 
Young Hymn Preludes for the Church Service E FL (HF5005) 
QUEM PASTORES 
Kickstat 5 Christmas Chorales for Manuals E MSM (10-107) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 7 E CONC (97-5308)/ 
Improvisations for the Christmas Season, Set II E MS (10-101) 
v.d.Berg Suite over Bekende kerstliederen E A 
Walcha Funfundzwanzig Choralvorspiele (6) E-M EP (4850) 
Willan Six Chorale Preludes, Sell E-M CONC (97-3903) 
RATHBUN 
Bingham 12 Hymn-Preludes, Set2, Op. 38 M GRAY (152) 
Cassler Hymntune Preludesfor the Organ, Vol.2 E APH (11 -9206) 
Cherwien Toccata on In the Cross of Christ I Glory M-D MSM (10-303) 
Cooke Chorale Prelude on "Rathbun" E Gray/GSTC (01035) 
Held A Suite of Passion Hymn Settings E CONC ©7-4843) 
Young Hymn Preludes for the Church Service E FL (HF5005) 
RATISBON 
Krapf Music for the Service M AP (KK301) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 2) (manuals) Op. 91 E OX (31.192) 
Warner New Every Morning E SMP 
REDHEAD 76/PETRA 
Held A Suite of Passion Hymn Settings E CONC (97-4843) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 2) (manuals Op. 91 E OX (31.192) 
Rowley Choral Preludes, Vol.1 E-M Ashdown (36927) 
REGENT SQUARE 
Burkhardt 5 Christmas Hymn Improvisations M-D MSM (10-111) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY(GB644) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 1) E OX (31.961) 
Matthews 10 Choral Preludes and a Fantasy E DT (78942-34) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 11 E EP (6411) 
Unkel The Parish Organist, Part 3 E CONC ©7-1154) 
REGNATOR ORBIS 
(See O QUANTA QUALIA) 
RENDEZ A DIEU 
(See GENEVAN 98) 
RESIGNATION/CONSOLATION 
Callahan X 6Meditations on American Folk Hymns E-M CONC (97-6140) 
Hopson Praise to the Lord E SMP (KK 389) 
Martin The Bristol Collection, Vol.2 M FL (HF-5078) 
Shearing Sacred Sounds from George Shearing for Organ E-M SMP(KK-229) 
Stearns Tender Thoughts: Six More Preludes 
on Early American Hymns for Organ E-M MALCOLM (HF-5197) 
Wood f Wood Works for Organ Book 2 E SMP (KK 400-3) 
RESONET IN LAUDIBUS 
Schroeder 12 Organ Carols E-M CONC (97-5017) 
RESTORATION 
Held Preludes andPostludes, Vol.1 E APH (11-9318) 
Shearing Sacred Soundsfrom George Shearing for Organ E-M SMP (KK-229) 
Stearns Tender Thoughts: Six More Preludes 
on Early American Hymns for Organ E-M MALCOLM (HF-5197) 
Travis 3 Folk Hymn Improvisations for Organ E MSM (10-886) 
RHOSYMEDRE 
Beck 5 Hymn Preludes E CONC 07-5391) 
Haan Organ Music for Lent and Easter E-M SMP(KK375) 
Held Those Wonderful Welsh, Sell E-M MSM (10-841) 
Johnson 12 Hymn Settings for Organ E Schmitt(7634) 
All Glory, Laud, andHonor(manuals) E APH (11-5085) 
Karvonen Preludes on Welsh Hymn Tunes E-M Arvon(501) 
Vaughan-
Willams 3 Preludes M Gal(2155) 
RICHMOND/CHESTERFIELD 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book V M AMSI (SP-102) 
Coleman 10 Hymn Tune Voluntaries, Bk.l E ST&B (4409) 
Johnson All Glory Laud, and Honor E APH (11 -5085) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 1) E OX (31.961) 
Concordia Hymn Prelude Series: Vol. 1, Advent-A-M, ed. Gotsch E CONC 07-5536) 
Manz Six Advent Improvisations E MSM (10-002) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.14 M EP (6414) 
Willan 10 Hymn Preludes, Set 1 M EP (6011) 
ROCKINGHAM 
Beechey 5 Preludes Based on English Hymn Tunes M CONC 07-5964) 
Haan Contemplative Hymn Tune Preludes E FL (HF5103) 
Harris 10Hymn Preludes in Trio Style, Set 2 E GRAY (GB643) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 1) E OX 01.961) 
Leighton Chorale Preludes on English Tunes M OX (ISBN 0 193751356) 
Matthews 10 Choral Preludes and a Fantasy E DT (78942-34) 
Parry 7 Chorale Preludes, Set 1 D NOV (59000108) 
Powell 11 Chorale Preludes on Hymn Tunes E FL (HF5036) 
Rowley Choral Preludes, Vol. 3 E Ashdown(36915) 
Stearns 8Meditations on Communion Hymns E FL (HF5108) 
Willan 36 Short Preludes and Postludes 
on Well-Knoum Hymn Tunes, Setl E EP (6l6l) 
SAFFRON WALDEN 
Coleman 24 Interludes Based on Hymn-Tunes E OX (31.180) 
ST. AGNES 
Haan All Hail the Power of Jesus'Name E BP (4570-31) 
Contemplative Hymn Tune Preludes E FL (HF5103) 
0 Worship the King E BP (4570-42) 
Held Hymn Preludes for the Pentecost Season E CONC 07-5517) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 18 E EP (6418) 
Stearns 8Meditations on Communion Hymns E Malcolm(HF5108) 
VanHulse Eleven Improvisations on Hymn Tunes for Organ E Fitz 
Young Collage for Organ E FL (5011) 
ST. ANNE 
Bender 0 God, Our Help in Ages Past M APH (11 -9307) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB644) 
Fedak Fantasia on ST. ANNE M SEL (12-001) 
Harris 10 Hymn Preludes in Trio Style E Gray(GB632) 
Hovland Oreglkoraler, Hefte 6 E-M Norsk(8920) 
Johnson All Glory, Laud, andHonor(manuals) E APH (11 -5085) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol. 1 E SMP (KK294) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 1) E OX (31.961) 
Longhurst Twelve Hymn Settings from the Tabernacle E SON/HN 
Manz Partita on St. Anne M-D CONC 07-5307) 
McKinney Preludes for 55 Well-Known Hymn Tunes E JF 0770) 
Miles The Parish Organist, Part3 E-M CONC 07-1154) 
Parry 7 Chorale Preludes, Set 1 D NOV (59000108) 
Rippen Muziek Voor De Eredienst M-D AN (638) 
Stearns Organ Suite on ST. ANNE E-M MALCOLM (HH-5057) 
VanHulse Eleven Improvisations on Hymn Tunes for Organ M-D Fitz 
Whitford In Five Choral Paraphrases, Set 2 M GRAY (GB355) 
Willan 36Short Preludes andPostludes on Well-Known Hymns, Set3 E-M EP(6l63) 
Young 8 Organ Voluntaries E PT (41034-30) 
ST. BRIDE 
Haan Contemplative Hymn Tune Preludes E FL (HF5103) 
Krapf Music for the Service M AP (KK301) 
Rowley Choral Preludes, Vol. I M Ashdown 06921) 
Willan 36 Short Preludes and Postludes 
on Weil-Known Hymn Tunes, Set2 E EP (6l62) 
ST. CATHERINE 
Callahan Great Victorian Hymns E MSM (10-882) 
Harris 10 Hymn Preludes in Trio Style E GRAY (GB632) 
ST. CHRISTOPHER 
Cherwien Lamb of God; Five Lenten Hymn Settingsfor Organ E MSM (10-302) 
ST. COLUMBIA 
Cassler Hymn Tune Preludesfor the Organ, Vol.3 E APH (11 -9207) 
Coleman 24 Interludes Based on Communion Hymn Tunes E OX 01.180) 
Cundick Twelve Hymn Settings from the Tabernacle E SON/HN 
Goode 7 Communion Meditations E FL (HF5084) 
Haan The KingofLove, Nine Contemplative Piecesfor Organ E SMP(KK277-5) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 2) (manuals) Op. 91 E 0X01.02) 
Ley Hymn Tune Voluntaries E 0X01045) 
Owens Prelude on St. Columbia 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the liturgical Year, Vol. 23 E-M EP (6423) 
Stearns 8Meditations on Communion hymns E Malcolm (HF5108) 
Swenson 7Hymn Preludes in a New Style E-M GRAY(GB637) 
Willan 10Hymn Preludes, Set 1 E-M EP (6011) 
Wood Wood Works, Book 3 E SMP (KK500) 
ST. CRISPIN 
Bouman The Parish Organist, Part3 E CONC 07-1154) 
Willan 36 Short Preludes and Postludes, Set III E-M EP(6l63) 
ST. CROSS 
Haan Contemplative Hymn Tune Preludes E FL (HF5103) 
Parry 7 Chorale Preludes, Set 2 M NOV (14298) 
Willan 36 Short Preludes and Postludes, Set III E-M EP (6l63) 
ST. DENIO 
Burkhardt Praise and Thanksgiving, Set3 E MSM (10-753) 
Cassler Hymn Tune Preludesfor the Organ, Vol.3 E APH (11 -9207) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY(GB644) 
Held Those Wonderful Welsh, Set 2 E MSM (10-842) 
Karvonen Preludes on Welsh Hymn Tunes E Arvon(501) 
Powell 11 Chorale Preludes on Hymn Tunes E-M FL (5036) 
ST. DUNSTAN'S 
Near Postlude on St. Dunstan's M-D APH (11-842) 
Sinzheimer 12 Hymn Preludes and Improvisations E-M CONC 07-4769) 
ST. ELIZABETH/SCHONSTER HERR JESU/CRUSADER'S HYMN 
Cherwien Beautiful Savior E-M MSM (10-701) 
Edmundson Seven Classic Preludes on Old Chorals E-M JFB (FE 7466) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB644) 
Harris 10 Hymn Preludes in Trio Style, Set 2 E GRAY (GB643) 
Johnson Beautiful Savior M GSTQ/GRAY (935) 
Lau Preludes and a Partita on the Great Hymns of the Church E FL (HF-5105) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year Vol. VI E EP (6406) 
Wood Wood Works, Book 3 E SMP (KK500) 
Young Chorale Preludes on Seven Hymn Tunes for Organ E-M FL (3762) 
ST. FLAVIAN 
Johnson Deck Thyself, My Soul, with Gladness, vol.11 E-M APH (11 -0101) 
Lang 20Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 1) E OX (31.961) 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.24 E EP (6424) 
Willan 10 Hymn Preludes, Set 1 M EP (6011) 
ST. FULBERT 
Lang 20Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 2)(manuals) Op. 91 E OX (31.192) 
ST. GEORGE 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 2) (manuals) Op. 91 E OX (31.192) 
ST. GEORGE'S WINDSOR 
Callahan Thanksgiving Suite: I Fanfare M MSM (MSM10-600) 
Gehrke The Parish Organist, Part 3 E CONC (97-1154) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol. 4 E SMP(KK297) 
Peeters hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.22 M EP (6422) 
Rowley Choral Preludes, Vol. 3 M Ashdown (37023) 
ST. GERTRUDE 
Hallstrom 3 Pieces for Organ on Familiar Hymn Tunes M FL (HF5070) 
Young 8 Organ Voluntaries E PT (41034-30) 
ST. KEVIN 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB644) 
Jordan A Season A Time M BP (4570-37) 
Martin The Festive Organ E Lorenz FO-C2 
Young 8 Organ Voluntaries E PT (41034-30) 
ST. LOUIS 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book VI E AMSI (SP-103) 
Spong American Hymns and Carols of the 19th Century E AP (748) 
ST. MAGNUS 
Haan 0 Worship the King E BP (4570-42) 
Organ Music for Lent and Easter E SMP (KK 375) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 1) E OX(31.96l) 
Rowley Choral Preludes, Vol. 2 M AshdownG6957) 
Willan 36Short Preludes and Postludes 
on Weil-Known Hymn Tunes, Sell E EP (6l6l) 
ST. MATTHEW 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 8 E EP (6408) 
ST. MICHAEL 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 5 E CONC (97-5257) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.10 M EP (6410) 
ST. PATRICK 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.3 E EP (6403) 
ST. PETER 
Bouman The Parish Organist, Part 3 E CONC (97-1154) 
Darke 3 Chorale Preludes E NOV (59-0060-03) 
Haan 0 Worship the King E BP (4570-42) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 1) E OX(31-96l) 
Leupold Liturgical Chorale Book E-M APH 
Matthews 6 Chorale Improvisations M SCH (43894) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 14 M EP (6416) 
Powell 11 Chorale Preludes on Hymn Tunes M FL (HF5036) 
Willan 36Short Preludes and Postludes 
on Well-Knoum Hymn Tunes, Set3 E EP (6l63) 
ST. PETERSBURG 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 18 E-M EP (6418) 
ST. STEPHEN 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 2) (manuals) Op. 91 E OX (31.192) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol, 14 E EP (6414) 
Willan 36 Short Preludes and Postludes, Set III E-M EP (6l63) 
ST. THEODULPH/VALET WILL ICH DIR GEBEN 
Bach, J.S. NeueAusgaheSdmtlicherWerken,SerieIV;Orgelwerke,Vol.3 D BA (5017) 
Burkhardt Partita on All Glory, Laud, and Honor M-D MSM (10-306) 
Cassler Hymntune Preludesfor the Organ, Vol.2 E APH (11 -9206) 
Drischner Choralvorspielefur Dorforganisten (manuals) M CLS 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 E GRAY (GB195) 
Fedak A Lenten,/Easter Suite E SEL (160-123) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY (GB644) 
Green Fantasy on "St. Theodulph" M-D GRAY/GSTC891) 
Johnson All Glory, Laud, and honor E APH (11.5085) 
Johnson 12 Hymn Settings for Organ M Schraitt(7634) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol.1 E SMP (KK234) 
Leupold An Organ Book E-M CMP (603) 
Leupold Liturgical Chorale Book E-M APH 
Lovelace 4 Organ Pieces for Lent E CONC 07-6029) 
Manz Improvisationsfor the Lenten Season, Sell E-D MSM (10-300) 
Reger 30 Short Chorale Preludes, Op.l35a E-M EP (3980) 
Van Hulse 10 Service Pieces, op. 22 M FS(B-54) 
Wyton A Little Christian Year E CF (N4383) 
ST. THOMAS/WADE 
Callahan Advent Music for Manuals E MSM(MSM10-1) 
Parry 7 Chorale Preludes, Set 2 M-D NOV(l4298) 
Willan 10 Hymn Preludes, Set III E-M EP (6013) 
ST. THOMAS/WILLIAMS 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 10 M-D EP (6410) 
Willan The parish Organist, Part 3 E CONC 07-1154) 
SALZBURG 
Callahan Easter Music for Manuals E MSM (10-408) 
Cassler Hymn Tunes Preludes for the Organ, Vol. 3 E-M APH (11-9207) 
Hopson Praise to the Lord E SMP (KK 389) 
Johnson 12 Hymn Settings for Organ E Schmitt(7634) 
Pachelbel 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E-M EP (4448) 
Pachelbel Sieben Choralpartiten (Ausgewahtte Orgelu/erke, v. 4) E-M BA (10l6)/Kl 
Pasquet Nine Chorale Preludes E-M APH (11 -9298) 
Sedio Eight Hymn Introductions M-D MSM (10-836) 
Sinzheiraer 12 Hymn Preludes and Improvisations M CONC 07-4769 
Wold Song of Thankfulness and Praise, Sell E-M MSM (10-711) 
SANDYS 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.19 E EP (640) 
Willan 36Short Preldues and Postludes, Set 2 E-M EP (6l62) 
SCHMUCKE DICH 
Bach, J.S. Complete Organ Works, Vol. 8 (3 Settings) M-D SCH (4390) 
Brahms 11 Chorale Preludes (Op. 122) M MMC(A260) 
BRH/HEN(400) 
The Parish Organist, Part3 E CONC ©7-1154) 
Busarow Hymn Preludes for Holy Communion, Vol. 1 E CONC 07-5486) 
Casner Prelude, Offertory andPostlude on SCHMUCKE DICH M CONC 07-4627) 
Cassler Hymn Tune Preludesfor the Organ, Vol.4 E APH (11 -9208) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book VI E AMSI (SP-103) 
Couper Ancient melodies and Hymns E FL(HI5047) 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 M GRAY (GB05) 
Homilus 8 Chorale Preludes M HU (3571) 
Johnson Deck Thyself, My Soul, With Gladness, vol.1 E APH (11-9157) 
Deck Thyself My Soul, with Gladness, vol. II M-D APH (11-0101) 
Karg-Elert Chorale Improvisations, Op. 65, v. 5 M Marks/BRH 
Kaufmann Harmonische Seelenlust M BA (1924) 
Leupold An Organ Book E CMP (603) 
Manz 10 Short Intonations on Well-Known Hymns E CONC (97-9492) 
10 Chorale Improvisations, Set3 E CONC (97-4950) 
Marpurg 8 Chorale Preludes M-D NOV (19505) 
21 Chorale Preludes M-D APH (11-9506) 
Reger Chorale-Preludes for the Church Year, Opus 67 M CF (0-4667) 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.9 M EP (6409) 
Stearns 8Meditations on Communion Hymns E FL (HF5108) 
Telemann 9 Variirte Chorale E-M KL (4004) 
12 Easy Chorale Preludes E EP (11307) 
Walther Ausgewahlte Orgelwerke, BandII D BRH (6946) 
80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller M EP (4448) 
Wold Song of Thankfulness and Praise, Set 1 E-M MSM (10-711) 
SCHONSTER HERR JESU 
(See ST. ELIZABETH) 
SEELENBRAUTIGAM 
Blackburn Wedding Music, II E CONC 07-1370) 
Haan 0 Worship the King E BP (4570-42) 
Manz Five Hymn ImprovisationsforWeddings and General Use E MSM (10-850) 
Near Preludes on Four Hymn Tunes M APH (11-828) 
Reger Choralvorspiele, Op. 67 M B&B/SCH (16893) 
SICILIAN MARINERS 
Carr A Century of American Organ Music,ed. Owen E-M McA (CAOM) 
Longhurst Organ Plus, Vol. I M SON(S107) 
Sinzheiraer 12 Hymn Preludes and Improvisations E CONC 07-4769) 
Young 8 Organ Voluntaries E PT (41034-30) 
SINE NOMINE 
Bender Fantasy on Sine Nomine D APH (110108) 
Cassler This is the Victory E-M APH (11 -9497) 
Cherwien Partita on "For All the Saints" M CONC ©7-6139) 
Manz 10 Short Intonations on Well-Known hymns, Op. 11 E APH (11 -9492) 
Lind Fantasia on SINE NOMINE M-D PAR 0005) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 21 M-D EP (6421) 
. Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.5 E EP (6405) 
Proulx Variations on SINE NOMINE E-M MSM (10-810) 
Sinzheimer 12 Hymn Preludes and Improvisations E CONC 07-4769) 
Sowerby Prelude on Sine Nomine M GSTQ/GRAY (819) 
SLANE 
Behnke 7Hymn Preludes M CONC 07-6046) 
Callahan Partita on SLANE M-D CONC 07-6126) 
Gehring 6Hymn Tune Preludes E CONC 07-4768) 
Hopson 5 Preludes on Familiar Hymns E FL (5123) 
Lovelace 14 Hymn Preludes E APH (11-6152) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 9 E CONC 07-5556) 
Swenson 7Hymn Preludes in a new Style M GRAY(GB637) 
Travis 3 Folk Hymn Improvisations for Organ M-D MSM (10-886) 
Wood Wood Worksfor Organ E-M SMP (KK 357-3) 
Young 8 Organ Voluntaries E PT (41034-30) 
SONG 1 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.24 M-D EP (6324) 
Willan 36Short Preludes and Postludes, Set II E-M EP (6l62) 
SONG 13 
Callahan Pentecost Music for Manuals E MSM10-540 
Haan Organ Music for Lent and Easter E SMP (KK375) 
Leavitt Three Hymn Settings M MSM (MSP10-932) 
Whitlock 6 Hymn-Preludes, Bk. 1 M-D OX (31.041) 
Willan Six Choral Preludes, Set I M CONC (97-3903) 
SONG 24 
Coleman 24 Interludes Based on Communion Hymn Tunes E OX (31.180) 
Willan 10Hymn Preludes, Set I E-M EP (6011) 
SONG 67 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.19 E EP (6419) 
Willan 36Short Preludes andPostludes, Set III E EP (6l63) 
SONNE DER GERECHTIGKEIT 
Manz Improvisations for the Easter Season, Setl E MSM (10-402) 
Ferguson Partita on At the Lamb's High Feast M MSM (MSM10-400) 
Gehrke Concordia Series Easter, Vol.11 E CONC (97-5618) 
Pepping Kleines Orgelbuch M SS (3735) 
SOUTHWELL 
Best Twelve Short Preludes on Old English Psalm Tunes E K13221 
Canning The Parish Organist, Part3 E CONC 07-1154) 
Cherwien Lamb of God - 5 Lenten Hymn Settings E MSM (MSM10-502) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 13 M-D EP (6413) 




Barber Chorale Prelude on "Silent Night" M SCH (44946) 
Callahan A Christmas Suite E-M MSM (10-109) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book TV E AMSIOR-9 
Gieschen Pastorale on "SilentNight" M CONC 07-5154) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY(GB644) 
Fedak An Advent/Christmas Suite E SEL (160-112) 
Held A Nativity Suite E CONC 07-4461) 
Pastorale on Silent Night E-M HP (325) 
Hoppers Three Christmas Hymns M MSM (MSM10-105) 
Leavitt 4 Hymn Preludesfor Christmas M CONC 07-5914) 
Lockwood 8 Preludes for Organ E APH (11-9155) 
Stearns 8Meditations on Advent and Christmas Hymns E FL (HF5124) 
Whitworth All Hail the Power of Jesus'Name E BP (4570-31) 
Young 8 Organ Voluntaries E PT (41034-30) 
STUTTGART 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes E GRAY(GB644) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol.3 E SMP (KK278) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 2)(manuals) Op. 91 E OX (31.02) 
Mitchell-
Wallace An Epiphany Suite M SEL (160-140) 
Pasquet Nine Chorale Preludes E-M APH (11-9298) 
Stearns 8Meditations cm Advent and Christmas hymns E-M FL (HF5124) 
SURREY 
Rowley Choral Preludes, Vol.4 M Ashdown (37003) 
SUSSEX CAROL 
Brauer Four Chrismas Triosfor Organ or Strings E-M CONC07-6O84) 
Burkhardt 5 Christmas Hymn Improvisations M-D MSM (10-111) 
Hudson Suite of Organ Carols E APH (11 -9460) 
Wood Wood Works for Christmas E SMP (KK 454) 
TALLIS' CANON 
Bristol The Bristol Collection of Contemporary 
Hymn Tune Preludes, Vol. 3 M FL (HF5082) 
Gehring 6Hymn Tunes Preludes E CONC 07-4768) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Op. 5, Setl M CONC 07-4554) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical year, Vol. 7 M EP (6407) 
Purvis' 7 Chorale Preldues 
Tallis Chorale Preludes on 7 Hymn Tunes for Organ 








Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.10 M-D 
TEMPUS ADEST FLORIDUM 
Behnke 7 Hymn Preludes M 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 7 E 
Improvisations for the Christmas Season, Set II E 
TERRA BEATA 
Jordan A Season and A Time (Terra Patris) E 
Lau Preludes and a Partita on the Great Hymns of the Church E 
Martin Organ Hymn Arrangements by Gilbert Martin E-M 
Zuiderveld Variations on 'This Is My Father's World" E-M 
THE FIRST NOEL/THE FIRST NOWELL 
Below Hymn Tune Preludes for Organ E-M 
Held Six Carol Settings E 
THE KING'S MAJESTY 
Hovland Orgelkoraler, Hefte 2 E 
Schack Preludes on 10 Hymn Tunes M 
Sowerby Prelude on "The King's MajestY' D 
THIS ENDRIS NIGHT 
















(See GENEVAN 124) 
TRENTHAM 
Childs 2 Communion Meditations E-M GRAY (GSTC1001) 
TRURO 
Bingham 12 Hymn-Preludes, Set 1 M GRAY (151) 
Cassler HymnTunes Preludesfor the Organ, Vol. 1 E APH (11-9205) 
Sinzheimer 12 Hymn Preludes arid Improvisations E CONC ©7-4769) 
TRYGGARE KAN INGAN VARA/SANDELL/CHILDREN OF THE HEAVENLY FATHER 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Bk. 2 E AMSI(OR3) 
Hustad Collected Works E SPH 
Jordan Worship Service Music for the Organist E BP (4570-27) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 18 M EP (6418) 
Wood Seven Folk Tune Sketches E GRAY (GB00357) 
UNSER HERRSCHER/NEANDER 
Goode 7 Communion Meditations E FL (HF5084) 
Krapf Music for the Service M AP (KK301) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Op. 5 D CONC 07-4554) 
Miller Hymn Tunes From the St. Cecilia Series E-M GRAY (560) 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.6 E EP (6406) 
UPP, MIN TUNGA 
Lohmeyer Concordia Hymn Prelude Series, Easter Vol. II, ed.Gotsch E CONC 07-5618) 
VALET WILL ICH DIR GEBEN 
(See ST. THEODULPH) 
VATER UNSER 
BachJ.S. Orgelbiichlein E-M CONC 07-5774) 
Clavierubung III M-D BA/BRH/EP 
NeueAusgaheSamtlicherWerke, SerieIV;Orgelwerke, Vol.3 E-M BA (5017) 
Sdmtlicher Orgelwerke, v. 9 M BRH 
Bender Partita on Our Father, Thou in Heaven Above M-D APH (11 -829) 
Boehm Samtliche Orgelwerke, v. 2 M-D BRH 
Buxtehude Orgelchorale M BA (2207) 
Buxtehude Samtliche Orgelwerke, Vol. Ned. Hedar E-M HF (3928) 
Samtliche Orgelwerke, Vol. Illed. Hedar M-D HF 0927) 
Dragt Four Koraalpreludes E-M AN566 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 E GRAY (GB195) 
Haan The KingofLove, Nine Contemplative Piecesfor Organ E SMP(KK277-5) 
Hassler Chorale Preludesfor Organ or Keyboard Instrument, Vol. II E CONC (97-5520) 
Heiller Zwei Kleine Partiten M-D AW(AV15) 
Kauflmann Harmonische Seelenlust E BA (1924) 
Krieger 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
Krieger Seasonal Chorale Preludes, Bk. 2 ed. Trevor E OX (31.183) 
Leupold An Organ Book E CMP (603) 
Lorentz ChoralbearbeitungenundFreiOrgelstuckeTeil2 E BA (2816) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 2 E CONC 07-4546) 
Pachelbel Ausgewablte Orgelwerke, Band3 (Complete Works) M-D BA (287)/H3762 
Orgelwerken, Vol. 1 D HU (1050) 
Chorale Preludes by Masters of17 and 18th Centuries, ed Buszin M-D CONC (97-1099) 
Peeters 30 Chorale Preludes, Bk. 2 M EP (6042) 
Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 19 M-D EP (6419) 
Praetorius Choral-Bearbeitungen M BA (5496) 
The Parish Organist, Part3, ed. Fleischer E CONC (97-1154) 
Reger 30 Short Chorale Preludes, Op.l35a E-M EP 0980) 
Ritter Chorale Preludes M-D HU (3443) 
Scheidemann Choral-Bearbeitungen M-D BA (5481) 
Scheidt Ausgewablte Werke E-M EP (43938) 
Das Gorlitzer Tabulaturbuch E EP (4494) 
Schneider Orgelchorale E BA (2207) 
Steigleder Orgelchorale e BA (2207) 
Steigleder Seasonal Chorale Preludes, Bk.2ed. Trevor E-M OX (ISBN 0-19-3758385) 
Sweelinck Worksfor Organ and Keyboard M DOVER (24935-2) 
Telemann 9 Variirte Chorale e KL (4004) 
12 Easy Chorale Preludes E EP (1007) 
Seasonal Chorale Preludes, Bk.2ed. Trevor E OX 01.183) 
Walcha Chorale Preludes, Band3 M EP (5999) 
Weinmann Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk.2 E OX 01185) 
Zachua Short Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor Bk. 2 E OX 01.228) 
VENI CREATOR SPIRITUS/KOMM, GOTT SCHOPFER 
Ahrens Hymnsfor Orgel d SS 0815) 
Andriessen Advent to Whitsunday m H1NR/EP (H741B) 
Bach.J.S. Orgelbuchlein M-D CONC(BWV631) 
leipizig Chorales M-D BA/EP (BWV667) 
The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol. 2 M DT (433-41033) 
Callahan Pentecost Music for Manuals e MSM (10-540) 
Dragt 4 Koraalpreludes E-M AN (566) 
Durufle Prelude, AdagioerChoralvariesur "VeniCreator,"Op. 4 M-D Dur(50OO199) 
Held Hymn Preludes for the Pentecost Season E-M CONC (97-5517) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol.1 E SMP (KK234) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Op. 5 E CONC (97-4554) 
Nystedt Veni Creator Spiritus Partita M-D Norsk(9l49) 
Pachelbel Chorale Preludes by Masters of 17and 18th Centuries, M CONC (97-1009) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.10 E EP (6410) 
Scheidt Orgelchorale (a collection) e BA (2207) 
Ausgewablte Werke m EP (439B) 
Schroeder Orgelchorale M SS (5426) 
Titelouze Complete Organ Works e K1 (409) 
Walther The Church Organist's Golden Treasury E DT (43341033) 
VENI IMMANUEL/VENI EMMANUEL 
Andriessen Advent to Whitsunday m H1NR/EP 
Brauer Four Christmas Trios for Organ or Strings E-M CONC07-6O84) 
Callahan Advent Music for Manuals e MSM(MSMlO-l) 
Goode 34 Changes on Hymn Tunes e GRAY (GBfrH) 
Held A Nativity Suite £ (X)NC (97-4461) 
Hoppers 3 Plainsong Settings M-D CONC (97-5814) 
Krapf Sing and Rejoice, Vol.1 e SMP (KK294) 
Lau Fantasy on "Veni Emmanuel" M-D GRAY (GSTC994) 
Lehr An Organ Chorale Partita on Veni Emmanuel M AN (660) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 4 E CONC (97-4951) 
Martin The Morning Star E HN(HMO-157) 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 1 E EP (6401) 
Speed 0 Come, 0 Come, Emmanuel M BP (4570-59) 
Speller Three Organ Settings for Advent M CONC (97-5946) 
Stearns 8Meditations on Advent and Christmas Hymns M FL (HF5124) 
10 Service Pieces, Op. 22 M FS (B54) 
Weber 4 Hymn Preludes M CONC (97-6089) 
Wyton A Little Christian Year E CF (N4383) 
VENI REDEMPTOR GENTIUM 
(See NUNKOMM, DER HEIDEN) 
VEXILLA REGIS 
Held A Suite of Passion Hymn Settings E-M CONC (97-4843) 
Schack Preludes on 10 Hymn Tunes E APH (11-0383) 
Willan Six Choral Preludes, Set II M-D CONC (97-3905) 
VICTORY 
Cassler This is the Victory E-M APH (11 -9497) 
Cassler Hymntune Preludesfor the Organ, Vol.2 E APH (11 -9206) 
Fedak A Lenten/Easter Suite M SEL (160-123) 
Held Six Preludes on Easter Hymns M CONC 07-5330) 
Johnson All Glory, Laud, and Honor (manuals) E APH (11-5085) 
Musicfor Worship: Easy Trios E-M APH (11-9291) 
Lang Festal Voluntaries, Easter M NOV (18252) 
VIENNA 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 15 E EP (6415) 
VIGILES ET SANCTI 
(SeeLASSTUNSERFREUEN) 
VOM HIMMEL HOCH 
Bach, J.S. Complete Organ Works, Vol. 8 (3 Settings) M-D SCH (4390) 
Orgelbuchlein E-M CONC 07-5774) 
Neue Ausgabe Samtlicher Werke, Serie IV; Orgelu/erke, Vol. 3 M BA (5017) 
Bender Little Choral Preludes. Vol.1 E BA (2431) 
Berry Fantasy on "Von Himmel Hoch" D CF (P3235) 
Bohm Samtliche Werke, Band2 (Complete Works) E BRH (6635) 
Buttstedt Organ Musicfor Christmas, Vol. 2 E OX (31.177) 
Callahan A Christmas Suite E MSM (10-109) 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 M GRAY (GB05) 
Gattermann Chorale Preludesfor Organ or Keyboard Instrument, Vol 1 E CONC 07-5474) 
Fedak An Advent/Christmas Suite E SEL (160-112) 
Haan A Christmas Trilogy M FL (HF5106) 
Held Six Carol Settings E CONC 07-4985) 
Kauffmann Harmonische Seelenlust M BA (024) 
Kickstat 5 Christmas Chorales for Manuals E MSM (MSM10-107) 
Krapf Music for the Service E AP (KK301) 
Johnson Musicfor Worshipfor Manuals E-M APH 
Leupold An Organ Book E-M CMP (603) 
Manz Chorale Partita on From Heaven Above To Earth I Come D CONC 07-5343) 
Marpurg 21 Chorale Preludes M APH (11 -9506) 
Near Preludes on Three Hymn Tunes E APH (11 -0838) 
Pachelbel Ausgewahlte Orgelwerke, Band2 (Complete Works) M BA (239)/K1376l 
Organ Music for Christmas, Vol.1 E-M OX 01.178) 
Peeters 30 Chorale Preludes, Bk. 2 M EP (6025) 
Pepping Kleines Orgelbuch(Setting I) E SS (3735) 
Kleines Orgelbuch(Setiing II) M SS 0735) 
Kleines Orgelbuch(Settinglll) D SS 0735) 
Reger 30 Short Chorale Preludes, Op. 135a E-M EP 0980) 
Rotermund 7Hymn Preludes, Set 1 M CONC 07-6138) 
Schack 9 Chorale Preludes M-D CONC 07-5045) 
Scheidemann Choral-Bearbeitungen M BA (5481) 
Scheidt Das Gorlitzer Tabulaturbuch E EP (4494) 
Walcha Choralvorspiele, Vol. 2 M EP (4871) 
Walther Ausgewahlte Orgelwerke. Band2 M-D BRH (6946) 
Seasonal Chorale Preludes, Bk. 1 (manuals) E-M OX 01.182) 
Wyton A Little Christian Year E CF (N4383) 
Young 7Hymn Voluntaries for the Church Organist E PT (41118) 
Zachau 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
Organ Music for Christmas, Vol. 2 E-M OX (31.178) 
VRUCHTEN 
Beck 5Hymn Preludes M CONC (97-5391) 
Bender 5 Festive Preludes on Easter Hymns M CONC (97-5495) 
Burkhardt 5 Easter Season Hymn Improvisations E MSM (10-403) 
Held Three Pieces for Organ E APH (11 -8525) 
Jordan Hymn and Trumpetings E LMG(4l80-l6) 
Leupold Liturgical Chorale Book E-M APH 
Schack Preludes on 10 Hymn Tunes M APH (11 -9363) 
Weber The Concordia Hymn Preludes Series Vol. 11 ed. Gotsch E CONC (97-5618) 
Wood Wood Works, Book 3 E SMP (KK500) 
W ZLOBIE LEZY/INFANT HOLY 
Guilmant Noels Op.60 M SS (ED7346) 
Haan Canonic Variations on "Infant Holy, Infant Lowly" M CONC ©7-5723) 
Johnson All Glory, Laud, and Honor(manuals) E APH (11 -5085) 
Manz Improvisations for the Christmas Season, Set II E-M MS)MSM10-102) 
WACHET AUF 
Bach, J.S. Complete Organ Works, Vol. 8 (3 Settings) M SCH (43919) 
The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol. 3, C.F. ffatteicher M-D DT (43341005) 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol. 1 E BA (2431) 
Burkhardt 5 Advent Hymn Improvisations M-D MSM (10-004) 
Callahan Advent Music for Manuals E MSM(MSM10-1) 
Distler Orgelpartita "Wacbet auf', Op. 8/II D BA (883) 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 E GRAY (GB195) 
Fischer Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk. (pedals) E OX (31.185) 
Humilius 8 Chorale Preludes M-D HU (3571) 
Kee. P. Two Pieces for Organ M-D HINR/EP (H810B) 
Kickstat 6Advent Chorales for Manuals E MSM (10-003) 
Kloppers 5 Chorale Preludes M CONC 07-5733) 
Krapf Partitas for Organ M-D Agape 
Leupold An Organ Book E-M CMP (603) 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 10 M CONC (97-5557) 
10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 4 M-D CONC (97-4951) 
Improvisations for the Christmas Season, Set I E-M MSM (10-100) 
10 Chorale Improvisations, Op. 5 Set I E CONC (97-4554) 
Martin The Lutheran Organist M Gray GB234 
Reger 30 Short Chorale Preludes, Op. 135a E-M EP (3980) 
Scheidt Das Gorlitzer Tabulaturbuch E-M EP (4494) 
Ausgewahlte Werke E EP (4393B) 
Speller Three Organ Settings for Advent M CONC (97-5946) 
Walther 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
Ausgewahlte Orgelwerke, Band II E-M BRH (6946) 
Seasonal Chorale Preludes, Bk. 1 ed. Trevor E OX (31.182) 
Orgelchorale E-M BA (379) 
WALSALL 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 17 M EP (6417) 
Willan 36Short Preludes andPostludes, Set3 E EP(6l63) 
WARE HAM 
Best 12 Short Preludes on Old English Psalm Tunes(# 10) E KL (3221) 
Coleman 10 Hymn Tune Voluntaries, Book 1 E ST&B (4409) 
Diemer Celebration: 7Hymn Settings for Organ M APH (11 -9097) 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes, Set 1 E 0X(31.96l) 
Murrill Book of Hymn-Tune Voluntaries E-M 0X01.050) 
Reger 30Short Chorale Preludes, Op.l35a E-M EP (3980) 
Rotermund 7Hymn Preludes, Set 1 M CONC (97-6138) 
Sinzheimer 12 Hymn Preludes and Improvisations E CONC (97-4769) 
Willan 10 Hymn Preludes, Set II M EP (6012) 
WAS FRAG 
(See DARMSTADT) 
WAS GOTT TUT 
Bender Little Chorale Preludes, Vol.1 E BA (2431) 
Burkhardt Six General Hymn Improvisations Sell M-D MSM (10-846) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book VII M AMSI (SP-104) 
Gronau Was Gott thut das ist wohlgetan M W-No.542 
Guilmant Choral: Was Gott thut das ist wohlgetan, Op. 93 M-D HU 
Krebs 6 Choral Preludes M HU (3544/BA 
Leupold Liturgical Chorale Book E-M APH 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Op. Set 1 M CONC (97 -4554) 
Marpurg 21 Chorale Preludes M APH (11 -9506) 
Oley 11 Chorale Preludes M McA 
Pachelbel SiebenChoralpartiten,Band4 M-D BA (10l6)/K13763 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vo. 21 M EP (6421) 
Scheldt Das Gorlitzer Tabulaturbuch E EP (4494) 
Trevor Short Chorale Preludes, Bk. 1 E-M OX (0-19-375843-1) 
Walcha Chorale Preludes, BandIV M-D EP (31507) 
Walther 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller M EP (4448) 
Short Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor Bk. 1 E-M OX (31.227) 
Orgelchorale (collection) E-M BA (379) 
Ausgewahlte Orgelwerke, BandII M-D BRH (6946) 
WAS MEIN GOTT WILL 
Kindermann 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E-M EP (4448) 
Pachelbel Chorale Preludes by Masters of 17and 18th Centuries, ed. Buszin E CONC (97-1099) 
WATCHMAN 
Bingham 7 Preludes or Postludes on Lowell Mason Hymns M GRAY(GBl47) 
Stearns 8 Meditations on Advent and Christmas Hymns E FL (HF5124) 
WEBB 
Peetters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol.14 E-M EP (64l4) 
WENN WIR IN HOCHSTEN NOTEN SEIN 
(See LES COMMANDEMENS) 
WER NUR DEN LIEBEN GOTT/NEUMARK 
Albright Chorale-Partita in an Old Style M-D E-V(l63-00032) 
Bach, J.S. Complete Organ Works, Vol. 8 (3 Settings) M SCH (43919) 
The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, Vol. 3, C.F. Pfatteicher M Dt79006-183 
Bohm 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller M EP (4448) 
Samtliche Werke, Band 2 (Complete Works) E BRH (29620) 
Drischner Choralvorspielefur Dorforganisten (manuals) E CLS 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 E-M GRAY (GB195) 
Homilus 38 Chorale Preludes M HU (3571) 
Kauffmann Harmonische Seelenlust E-M BA (1924) 
Kirnberger Chorale Preludesfor Organ or Keyboard Instrument, Vol. 1 E CONC (97-5474) 
Kittel Seasonal Chorale Preludes, Bk.l (manuals) E OX(31.182) 
Veranderungen uberDrei Chorale M-D Boeijenga-Sneek 
Kuhnau Chorale Preludes for Organ or Keyboard Instrument, Vol. 1 E CONC (97-5474) 
Landahl If Thou But Suffer M APH (11 -813) 
Leupold An Organ Book E CMP (603) 
Leupold Liturgical Chorale Book E-M APH 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 5 M CONC (97-5257) 
Marpurg 8 Chorale Preludes M NOV (19505) 
McAffee Variations on 'WerNur den Lieben Gott' E Abingdon Press 
McKinney The Bristol Collection of Contemporary 
Hymn Tune Preludes, Vol.1 E FL (HF5071) 
Merkel Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk 2 E-M OX (31185) 
Peeters 30 Chorale Preludes, Bk. 2 M EP (6024) 
Reger 30 Short Chorale Preludes, Op. 135a M EP 
Chorale-Preludes for the Church Year, Opus 67 M CF (0-4667) 
Rinck 12 Chorals With Variations M AN (628) 
Walcha Chorale Preludes, Band 1 E-M EP (4850) 
Walther Orgelchorale M BA (379) 
WERDE MUNTER, MEINE GEMUNTE/JESU, JOY 
Bach, J.S. A Bach Organ Album M (OX) (31.992) (375239-5) 
Organ Chorales From the Neumeister Collection E-M BA (5181) 
Johnson Music for Worship for Manuals E-M APH 
Krapf Music for the Service M AP (KK301) 
Leupold Liturgical Chorale Book E-M APH 
Manz 10 Choral Improvisations, Set 4 M CONC (97-4951) 
Marpurg 21 Chorale Preludes E APH (11 -9506) 
8 Chorale Preludes M NOV (19505) 
Pasquet Nine Chorale Preludes E-M APH (11-9298) 
Reger Chorale-Preludes for the Church Year, Opus 67 M CF (0-4667) 
Stearns 8Meditations on Communion Hymns E Malcolm (HF5108) 
Stoldt Five Hymn Settings M MSM (MSM10-931) 
Walcha Chorale Preludes, v. N M-D EP (8413) 
Walther 80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller M EP (4448) 
WERE YOU THERE 
Callahan A Lenten Suite E MSM (10-312) 
Lenten Musicfor Manuals E MSM (10-304) 
Page Come, Thou Fount of Every Blessing E EP (4570-46) 
Sowerby Prelude on "Were You There" M-D GSTC 825/GRAY 
Wood Wood Worksfor Organ E SMP (KK 357-3) 
Young Hymn Preludes for Church Service M FL (4188) 
WESLEY 
Bingham 7 Preludes orPostludes on Lowell Mason Hymns M GRAY (GB147) 
WESTMINSTER ABBEY 
Towers Festival Postlude on Westminster Abbey M Cr/BMP 
Wetzler Processional on Westminster Abbey E CONC 07-4574) 
WHAT CHILD IS THIS 
(SeeGREENSLEEVES) 
WIE SCHON LEUCHTET 
Bach, J.S. The Church Organist's Golden Treasury, 
Vol. 3, ed. Pfatteicher and Davidson M Dt79006-183 
Wie schon leuchtet der Morgenstern M-D HH(1023) 
Short Service Pieces for Organ E JF (FE9797) 
Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk.l E OX (31.184) 
80 Chorale Preludes, ed. Keller E EP (4448) 
Bender Little Choral Preludes, Vol.1 E BA (2431) 
Partitaon "How Brightly Shines the Morning Star" M MSM (MSM10-200) 
Buxtehude Chorale Preludes, Vol. 2 M CF (4457) 
Seasonal Chorale Preludes, Bk. l(manuals) E OX (31.182) 
Samtliche Orgelwerke, Vol. lUed. Hansen M-D HF (3927) 
Cherwien Interpretations Based on Hymn-Tunes, Book V M AMSI (SP-102) 
Distler Short Chorale Arrangements, Op. 813 M-D BA1222 
Drischner ChoralvorspielefurDoiforganistenfmanuals) E CLS 
Choralvorspielefur Orgel E SCH (CLS202) 
Dupre 79 Chorales, Op. 28 M GRAY (GB195) 
Gade Organ Works E HF (SEWH 00628945) 
Hovland Orgelkoraler, HeJi, VolII M Lyche(468) 
Kauflmann Harmoniscbe Seelenlust M BA(024) 
Kickstat 5 Christmas Chorales for Manuals E MSM (10-107) 
Krapf Partita on 'Wie schon leuchtet" M-D CONC 07-4881) 
Lemckert 6Choralpreludes en Fen Partita Voor De Kerstkring M BKS(239-0922-4) 
Leupold An Organ Book E-M CMP (603) 
Liturgical Chorale Book E-M APH 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 6 M CONC 07-5305) 
Improvisations for the Christmas Season, Set III M-D MSM (10-103) 
10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 2 M CONC 07-4656) 
Matter Bert Matter Muziekuitgeverij M W (No 876) 
Merkel Wie schon leuchtet der Morgenstern M-D HH (1023) 
Mitchell-
Wallace An Epiphany Suite M SEL(l60-l40) 
Oley 11 Chorale Preludes M-D McA 
Ausgewahlte Choralbearbeitungenfur Orgel, ed. Syre D NOE0627) 
Pachelbel Ausgewahlte Orgelwerke, Band3 (Complete Works) E BA (287)/K13762 
Chorale Preludes by Masters of 17 
and 18th Centuries, vol. 1 ed. Buszin E CONC 07-1099) 
Pelz 0 Morning Star, How Fair and Bright E-M MSM (10-201) 
Reger 30 Short Chorale Preludes, Op.l35a E-M EP (3980) 
Chorale-Preludes for the Church Year, Opus 67 M CF (0-4667) 
Wie scbon leucbtet der Morgenstern E HH(1023) 
Richter Romantiscke Koraalhewerkingen M HU (3030) 
Rinck 12 Chorals With Variations(From Op. 35) M-D AN (628) 
Scheidt Wie scbon leucbtet der Morgenstern E-M HH(1023) 
Sedio Eight Hymn Introductions M-D MSM (10-836) 
Walcha Choralvorspiele, Vol. 2 M-D EP (4871) 
WIE SOLL ICH DICH EMPFANGEN 
Engel Preludes on Six Hymn Tunes E APH11-9364 
Manz 10 Chorale Improvisations, Set 10 E CONC (97-5557) 
Pachelbel Seasonal Chorale Preludes, Bk 1 (manuals)ed. Trevor E OX 01.182) 
Post Partitas for Advent and Christmas M AN,No877 
Strungk Seasonal Chorale Preludes, ed. Trevor, Bk.l E-M 0X01.184) 
Walcha Chorale preludes, Band III M EP (5999) 
Walther Ausgewdhlte Orgelwerke, Band II M-D BRH (6946) 
Orgelcborale M BA 079) 
WINCHESTER NEW 
Lang 20 Hymn-Tune Preludes (Set 2)(manuals)Op. 91 E 0X01.192) 
Metzger The Parish Organist, Part 1 Ed. Fleischer E-M CONC (97-1145) 
WINCHESTER OLD 
Peeters Hymn Preludes for the Liturgical Year, Vol. 15 E EP (6415) 
WINDSOR 
Coleman 24 Interludes Based on Communion Hymn Tunes E 0X01.180) 
Haan Contemplative Hymn Tune Preludes E FL (5103) 
Willan 10 Hymn Preludes, Set III E-M EP (6013) 
WIR PFLuGEN 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.22 E-M EP (6422) 
i* 
WONDROUS LOVE 
Barber Wondrous Love M-D SCH (44477) 
Eggert Variations on Wondrous Love' E-M CONC (97-6165) 
Callahan 6Meditations on American Folk Hymns E-M CONC 07-6140) 
Hustad Sacred Harp for the Organ E BP 
Johnson Wondrous Love E AP (11-821) 
Manz Improvisations for the Lenten Season, Set 1 E MSM (10-300) 
McKinney The Bristol Collection of Contemporary 
Hymn Tune Preludes, Vol.3 E FL (HF5082) 
Wood Wood Works for Organ Book 2 E SMP (KK 400-3) 
Young Prelude on "Wondrous Love" E-M CF (PS082) 
WOODLANDS 
Manz Six Advent Improvisations E MSM (10-002) 
WOODWORTH 
Bradbury American Hymns and Carols of the 19th Century, Arr. Spong E AP(APM-748) 
Bolcom 3 Gospel Preludes M Marks(M907) 




Pethel All Hail the Power of Jesus'Name E-M BP (4570-31) 
J-W'* fre)ud« fW C'icr̂  T 
YORKSHIRE/STOCKPORT 
Peeters Hymn Preludesfor the Liturgical Year, Vol.1 E EP (6401) 
AN ANNOTATED LIST OF RECOMMENDED ANTHOLOGIES 
compiled by Rudoff Zuiderveld 
I. ANTHOLOGIES (including useful volumes/editions by individual composers) 
1. Bach, J.S. Orgelbuchlein, ed. Clark/Peterson 
(Concordia) Note: This is now the standard 
edition: the old Ditson "Liturgical Year" title 
should not be used-it's incorrect. Other editions 
(e.g. Barenreiter, Breitkopf & Hartel, Peters, 
Novello, etc.) are also avail able-none as useful 
and beautiful as this magnificant publication. 
2. Bach, J.S. Samtliche Orgelwerke, v.9, ed. 
Lohmann (Breitkopf & Hartel) This is an 
extremely useful collection of chorale settings by 
Bach (often called the "Miscellaneous Chorales"), 
because many settings are quite simple, or are 
masterpieces not found elsewhere. This edition is 
preferred because Lohmann has included many 
pieces that may NOT be by Bach, but are 
nevertheless very interesting, useful and beautiful. 
•3. Biggs, E.P. ed. Treasury of Shorter Organ Classics— 
an anthology of previously published arrangements 
(many in the St. Cecilia Series Published by H.W. 
Gray, now Belwin Mills). Many well-arranged, 
useful pieces, collected after his death—very useful. 
•4. Biggs, E.P. ed. Treasury of Early Organ Music 
(Marks) Becoming more out-of-date, but 
nevertheless still quite useful. 
*5. Buszin, ed. Wedding Music, Vol. 1 (Concordia) 
Old, but still a great useful anthology for wedding 
and church music, including standards (trumpet 
voluntaries) and many beautiful selections. 
*6. Davis, R.E. The Organist's Manual (W.W. Norton) 
A superb short/review organ method that covers 
all basic organ playing matters in a more summary 
fashion (than the classic Gleason, e.g.). Most 
useful-at its heart—it is an anthology of many 
favorite teaching and performing pieces (just about 
supplanting Biggs' Treasury of Early Organ Music), 
and containing many useful gems. Recommended 
for every organist's library—great for technique, 
hymn-playing review! 
7. Drischner, Max. Choralvorspiele fur Dorforganisten 
(Schultheiss) The ideal collection for amateurs! 
No pedal required (but may be useful) and easily 
playable by a good pianist. Entertaining and 
expressive, with numerous tunes found in the 
Psalter Hymnal and Rejoice in the Lord. 
8. Keller, H. ed. 80 Chorale Preludes (Peters) An old 
standard, useful especially to organists who do not 
own editions of the composers represented in this 
collection. 
9. Pachelbel, J. Ausgewahlte Orgelwerke, Vol. 4 
(Barenreiter/Kalmus) Contains seven partitas on 
German tunes, most of which are found in the 
Psalter Hymnal and Rejoice in the Lord. Great for 
beginning organists (no pedal, smooth keyboard 
writing style); and extremely useful for funerals 
and weddings as well as church services. 
10. Reger, M. 30 Short Chorale Preludes, Op. 135a 
(Peters) The beauty of Reger's Romantic style at 
its most accessible-not too difficult (occasionally 
easy), with some gorgeous gems (e.g. "Wer nur 
den lieben Gott lasst walten") that are 
masterworks. 
11. Reger, M. Choralvorspiele, Op. 67 (Bote & Bock) 
Generally more challenging than Op. 135b, 
containing about 50 pieces, many on tunes based 
on the Psalter Hymnal and Rejoice in the Lord 
(some not found elsewhere). Beautiful music, 
worth the effort to learn and perform often. 
12. Brahms, J. Eleven Chorale Preludes, Op. 122 
(Marks/Breikopf & Hartel) Perhaps the greatest 
organ music composed in the 19th century—quite 
accessible, superb miniatures for weddings, 
funerals (Brahm's last compositions) and church 
services. 
II. MULTI-VOLUME ANTHOLOGIES 
1. Trevor, ed. English Organ Music for Manuals (6 
vol) (Oxford UP) Much accessible, delightful 
music, useful for amateurs in weddings, church, 
recital, etc. 
2. Kooiman, E. ed. Incognita Organa Series 
(Harmonia Uitgave/Elkan-Vogal) Continuing series 
of small volumes containing works by Baroque, 
Classic and Romantic minor mastors—based on 
chorales as well as works in freer styles 
(voluntaries, etc.) Also much music previously 
published but no longer readily available. 
Relatively inexpensive, and useful to amateurs and 
professionals. (Cheaper if ordered directly from 
the Netherlands, such as: Boiejenga, Leinzand 165, 
Sneek, The Netherlands-pay with American 
personal checks). A prolific editor! 
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3. Pfatticher & Davidson, ed. Church Organist 
Golden Treasury (3 vol) (Ditson) These threee 
volumes contain many standards (by Bach, e.g.), 
but also many pieces and arrangements not 
elsewhere available (in three alphabetically 
arranged volumes). 
4. Held, Wilbur. Collections of fine, useful, and many 
easy pieces collected according to the church year 
(Christmas, Lent, Pentecost, etc.) as well as topics 
(American folk hymns, gospel...), published by 
Concordia, Hinshaw. Always in good taste! 
5. Manz, Paul. Over ten volumes of "Improvisations" 
published by Concordia, but now being reissued by 
Morning Star: the order of the previously 
published pieces is being changed, and new pieces 
by Manz will also be included. Partitas (St. Anne, 
Von Himmel hoch) are also quite good. 
6. Krapf, Gerhard. Six volumes (complete) in the 
Sing and Rejoice series published by Sacred Music 
Press. Many simple preludes and settings (with 
and without pedal) based on very well-known 
hymn tunes; quite accessible to the amateur. 
Simple but not simplistic, often inspired, and 
always excellent in craftmanship! 
7. Walcha, Helmut. Four volumes (complete) of 
Chorale Preludes published by Peters. Modem 
classics (they stand up well in the long run) in a 
contemporary style. Easy to difficult—challenging 
and rewarding settings of Lutheran chorales, (and 
quite a few Genevan Psalm tunes—going by 
unfamiliar German titles). 
8. Wood, Dale. A number of volumes of settings of 
traditional and folk tunes (American as well as 
European), written in a beautiful Romantic style. 
Publishers include Sacred Music Press, Aubsburg, 
H.W. Gray.... 
•Asterick indicates collections NOT primarily based 
on hymns, chorals and psalms. 
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
A ALSBACH & CO. - AMSTERDAM 
Agape AGAPE 
AMSI ART MASTERS STUDIO, INC. 
AN ARS NOVA PUBLICATIONS 
APH AUGSBURG PUBLISHING HOUSE 
Aivon ARVON 
Ashdown EDWIN ASHDOWN, LTD.-LONDON 
AW ARS VIVA VERLAG-MAINZ 
B BEDELL 
BA BARENREITER VERLAG--
HEINRICH SCHUTZ A T I  F F .  29, 
KASSEL WILHELMSHOHE 
BB BROUDE BROTHERS 
B&B BOTE & BOCK-HARDENBERSTR. 
9a I BERLLIN 12 
Baed BAEDEKER 
BMC BOSTON MUSIC CO. 
BH BOOSEY & HAWKES 
Bkc BOEKENCENTRUM B.V. 
BMP BELWIN MUSIC PRESS 
BORN BORNEMANN 
BP BROADMAN PRESS 
BRH BREITKOPF & HARTEL-BURGSTR. 
6, WIESBADEN 
CF CARL FISCHER 
CLS C.L. SCHULTHEISS 
CMD CALVIN MUSIC DEPARTMENT 
CMP CHANTRY MUSIC PRESS 
COB COBURN PRESS 
COLM COLEMAN 
CONC CONCORDIA PUBLISHING HOUSE 
Cr CRAMER, J.B. & CO. LTD.-99 ST. 
MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON WC2 
CRC CRC PUBLICATIONS 
CW CALVIN MUSIC DEPARTMENT 
DORDT DORDT COLLEGE 
DOVER DOVER PUBLICATIONS, INC 
Dt DITSON, OLIVER 
Dur DURAND & CIE 
EG RANDAL EGAN PUBUSHERS 
(KENWOOD PRESS) 
FT KIN ELKIN & CO. 
EM MERSEBURGER VERLAG 
EP EDITION, PETERS 
E-V ELKAN-VOGEL, INC. 
FIT H.T. FITZSIMMONS CO. 
FL FLAMMER, HARALD, 
INCORPORATED MUSIC 
PUBUSHERS 
FS FITZ SIMON FAZEIN 
MUUSIIKKIKAUPPA OY 
GAL GALAXY MUSIC CORP. 
GEN GENTRY PUBUCATIONS 
GRAY H.W. GRAY 
GSTC ST. CECILIA SERIES 
HEER HEER, JOH.DE & ZN, N.V. 
HEN HENLE 
HEUW HEUWEKEMEYER 
HF HANSEN, WILHELM 
MUSIKFORLAG 
Hh HEINRICHSHOFENS VERLAG 
HINR HINRICHSEN 
HP HOPE PUBUSHING CO. 
HN HINSHAW 
HU HARMONIA UITGAVE 
JF J. FISCHER 
KI KALMUS, EDWIN F. 
L&A AVAILABLE FROM BOEYENGA 
B.V.-KLEINZAND 89, 8601 BG 
SNEEK, ND 
LORENZ LORENZ INDUSTRIES 
LYCHE HAROLD LYCHE & CO. 
MA MUSISCRIPT 
MALCOLM MALCOLM MUSIC LTD. 
MC MERCURY MUSIC PRESS 
McA MCAFEE MUSIC CORP. 
MSM MORNING STAR MUSIC 
PUBUSHERS 
MMC MERCURY MUSIC CORP. 
NO NEDERLANDSE ORGELMUZIEK 
NOE NOETZEL EDITION 
NORSK NORSK MUSIKFORLAG 
NOV NOVELLO & CO., LTD. 
OX OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 
PAR PARACLETE PRESS 
PT PRESSER, THEODORE & CO. 
REUTER F. REUTER-NEW ULM, MINN. 
SCH SHIRMER, G., INC. 
SCHMITT SCHMITT MUSIC CENTERS 
SEL SELAH PUBUSHING CO. INC. 
SMP SACRED MUSIC PRESS 
SS SCHOTT & SOHNE 
SON SONOS MUSIC RESOURCES, INC. 
ST&B STAINER & BELL, LTD. 
SUMMY SUMMY-CHICAGO,ILL 
VNM VERENIGING VOOR 
NEDERLANDSE 
MUZIEKGESCHIEDENIS 
VOGG VERENIGING VAN ORGANISTEN 
DER ER. GERMEENTEN 
WLP WORLD UBRARY PRESS 
W-H WHITE-SMITH 
W WILLEMSEN, J.C. 
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